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INTRODUCTION 
Even before the promulgation of the Dogmatic Constitution «Dei 
Verbum», the Roman Pontiffs —by means of encyclicals, discourses and at 
times through the Pontifical Commissions— have pointed out the steps to 
be taken for the renovation and progress of biblical studies, and at the same 
time have encouraged Catholic exegetes to go on with their efforts to pene-
trate and explain the sense of the sacred books, 1 since in the carrying out of 
this task, exegetes lend an admirable service to the Magisterium and to the 
whole People of God. 
Still, however, the task of interpreting Sacred Scripture does not 
belong exclusively to exegetes, as the recent document of the Pontifical 
Biblical Commission says: «The Scriptures, as given to the Church, are the 
communal treasure of the entire body of believers (...). Thus all the mem-
bers of the Church have a role in the interpretation of Scripture*. 2 One of 
the important members of the Church is the Magisterium, whose documents 
faithfully and authentically interpret the Word of God. 3 Not only do they 
intend to penetrate into the meaning of Sacred Scripture; at the same time 
they try to base many of their teachings in the words of the Bible. That is 
why although the mission of interpreting the Word of God is entrusted to 
the whole Church, 4 the Magisterium plays a special role in the task of inter-
pretation. This should be taken into account in any study concerning the 
presence of biblical texts in the documents of the Magisterium. 5 
The present work intends to investigate the interpretation of Sacred 
Scripture which Pope John Paul II does in his social encyclicals. 
Immediately after the first years of his by now fifteen-year long pontifica-
te, various studies have appeared concerning the key ideas of his thought 
and concerning his teachings on different theological and social matters. 6 
However, there are still relatively few studies on the interpretation of 
Scripture in John Paul II. 7 The present investigation is meant to be a contri-
bution towards a further study on how the Pope utilizes Sacred Scripture in 
the most formal of his writings as Roman Pontiff, namely the encyclicals, 
which are also the means normally used by his Predecessors in order to set 
forth the social doctrine of the Church. 
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The encyclicals of the Pope which serve as the basis for the thesis 
are the social encyclicals «Laborem exercens», «Sollicitudo rei socialis» 
and «Centesimus annus». With regard to the interpretation of Scripture, 
they share a common feature with the Pope's other encyclicals and exhor-
tations. In two of the studies made on the presence of the Bible in some of 
the writings of the Pope, 8 emphasis is made on the desire of the Holy Father 
«to present the biblical message to modern man by means of a contempo-
rary language*, since «there lies a profound conviction that modern man 
can find in the Word of God an answer to the problems which harass him». 
And in this way, the Pope's teaching constructs «a connecting bridge bet-
ween the analysis of modern man's reality and the biblical message*. 9 In 
the Apostolic Exhortation «Reconciliatio et Paenitentia», the use of 
Scripture takes the form of a certain "biblical theology" which underlies the 
whole structure of the document and which manifests the profound and con-
temporary meaning of the biblical texts used by the Pope. 1 0 The actualiza-
tion of Scripture is also present in the three encyclicals of the Pope dedica-
ted to the three Persons of the Blessed Trinity: «It would be sufficient to 
remember how the Pope presents the figure of Christ the Redeemer at the 
beginning of "Redemptor hominis" by means of a mosaic of texts taken 
from the New Testament, or how he presents the Holy Spirit as the divine 
Person who proceeds from the Father and the Son at the beginning of 
"Dominum et Vivificantem (...). The actualization of biblical language in 
order to show forth the truths of the faith and the sacramental realities of the 
Church can be considered as a distinctive characteristic of these documents. 
For the Pope, the words of Scripture have very considerable repercussions 
in the mission and the present life of the Church». u The actualization of 
Sacred Scripture is therefore an important feature of the Pope's writings. It 
is also present in the three social encyclicals, and this makes it all the more 
necessary to study them and find out how the Pope uses and actualizes the 
biblical texts in order to apply the social doctrine of the Church to the life 
of modern man and woman. 
Hence, the purpose of the study is an inquiry about how the Pope 
reads and makes use of the texts of Sacred Scripture in his social encycli-
cals. A careful analysis of the Christian exegesis of the Pope would confirm 
the following statement from the first of his encyclicals: «In fact, the 
Church's social teaching finds its source in Sacred Scripture, beginning 
with the Book of Genesis and especially in the Gospel and the writings of 
the Apostles» (LE n. 3). The object of the investigation is precisely a des-
cription and demonstration of how the Pope bases the Church's social doc-
trine upon Sacred Scripture, and in the process also an inquiry into the way 
the Pope goes about in the task of Christian exegesis. 
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To accomplish this aim, the thesis has been divided into three chap-
ters. The first one enumerates all the texts of the whole Bible, namely the 
books both of the Old and the New Testament, that the Pope uses in his 
encyclicals. These biblical texts are either directly quoted by the Pope or are 
simply referred to by usually putting the abbreviation "cfr." before the bibli-
cal reference. Besides the biblical text, in a parallel column, the relevant 
encyclical text is also quoted, along with the biblical reference. In this way, 
it would be possible to have an overall view of all the Scriptural texts toget-
her with the respective paragraphs in the three encyclicals where they are 
quoted directly or referred to indirectly. The second chapter tries to bring 
out the doctrinal message drawn by the Pope from the texts of Sacred 
Scripture. It sets forth the biblical basis which the Holy Father provides to 
the social doctrine of the Church. The method followed consists in quoting 
the relevant paragraphs of the encyclicals where the Pope uses a biblical 
text in order to discuss a point of Christian doctrine. It will become evident 
that the primary purpose of the Pope in using Scriptural texts is the giving 
of Christian doctrine, in our case the social doctrine of the Church. The 
third and last chapter discusses the way the Pope interprets the biblical texts 
in his social encyclicals, and his manner of approach to the words of 
Scripture. It will be seen that the Holy Father applies the hermeneutical 
principles of Vatican IPs Dei Verbum n. 12 and that he actualizes the mea-
ning of the biblical texts for the present situation and the modern awareness 
of contemporary man and woman. 
Following the indications of the members of the tribunal who exa-
mined the thesis, the third chapter concerning the Christian exegesis of the 
Pope has been chosen for publication in this Excerptum. 
We wish to extend our most sincere gratitude to Prof. Dr. Santiago 
Ausfn for his steady, continuous and patient guidance as director of the the-
sis. May we also take the opportunity of thanking all the Professors of the 
Faculty of Theology of the University of Navarre and all those who have 
contributed towards the preparation of this work. 

NOTES 
1. Cfr. Leo XIII, Ene. Providentissimus Deus (18-XI-1893), EnchBib nn. 81 -134; 
Benedict XV, Ene. Spiritus Paraclitus (15-IX-1920), EnchBib nn. 440-495; 
Pius XII, Ene. Divino afilante Spiritu (30-IX-I943), EnchBib nn. 538-569; 
Pontifical Biblical Commission, Instr. Sancta mater Ecclesia (21-IV-1964), in 
AAS 56(1964)713-716. 
2. PONTIFICAL BIBLICAL COMMISSION, The Interpretation of the Bible in the 
Church, III.B.3 ("The Roles of Various Members of the Church in 
Interpretation"), Rome 1993, pp. 97-98. 
3. Starting from the Council of Trent, the Church Magisterium affirms that the 
authentic interpretation of Sacred Scripture is one of the tasks entrusted to her. 
Cfr. COUNCIL OF TRENT, Decretum de vulgata editione Bibliorum et de modo 
interpretandi Sacram Scripturam, in DzS n. 1507; VATICAN COUNCIL I, Dei 
Filius n. 2, in DzS n. 3007; Pius XII, Enc. Humani generis (12-VIII-1950), in 
DzS n. 3886. Cfr. also G. ARANDA, Magisterio de la Iglesia e interpretación 
de la Escritura, in J. M. CASCIARO (dir.), Biblia y Hermenéutica (VII Simposio 
Internacional de Teología de la Universidad de Navarra), Pamplona 1986 pp. 
529-562. 
4. «All that has been said about the manner of interpreting Scripture is ultimately 
subject to the judgment of the Church which exercises the divinely conferred 
commission and ministry of watching over and interpreting the Word of God» 
(DV n. 12). The quotations from Vatican IPs documents are taken from A. 
FLANNERY (ed.), Vatican Council II. The Conciliar and Post Conciliar 
Documents, New York 1984. 
5. «Los documentos del Magisterio no constituyen sólo una posición confesional 
ante la lectura de la Biblia, sino un instrumental verdaderamente científico para 
la búsqueda del sentido de los textos bíblicos, entre otras cosas, por ese hecho 
constatable de las relaciones entre ambos» (J. M. CASCIARO, Exegesis Bíblica, 
Hermenéutica y Teología, Pamplona 1983, p. 169). 
6. Cfr. J. L. ILLANES, Fe en Dios, amor al hombre: la antropología de Karol 
Wojtyla, in ScrTh 11 (1979) 297-352; O. HOFFE - A. MACHERET ET ALS., Jean 
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Paul li et les Droits de l'homme, Fribourg 1980; S. MAGGIOLINI, La teologia 
nell'insegnamento di Giovanni Paolo II, in «La rivista del clero italiano» 52 
(1981) 38-49.109-117; G. H. WILLIAMS, The Mind of John Paul II. Origins of 
His Thought and Action, New York 1981 (the author dedicates a section on the 
teachings of the Pope with regards to man's dignity and to the Church's social 
doctrine in pp. 264-279 and 317-324 respectively); R. BUTTIGLIONE, // pensie-
ro di Karol Wojtyla, Milan 1982; X. GRAHIT, El Magisterio de Juan Pablo li 
sobre la ciencia teológica, Doctoral Thesis, pro manuscripto, University of 
Navarre, Pamplona 1983; P. I. ANDRÉ-VINCENT, Les droits de l'homme dans 
l'enseignement de Jean Paul II, Paris 1986; R. T. CALDERA, Vision del hom-
bre. La enseñanza de Juan Pablo II, Caracas 1986; J.L. ILLANES, 
Antropocentrismo y teocentrismo en la enseñanza de Juan Pablo II, in ScrTh 
20 (1988) 643-665; F. MORENO, La verdad sobre el nombre en el Magisterio 
de Juan Pablo II, in ScrTh 20 (1988) 681-707. 
7. Those which are available focus themselves on the use of Scripture in the ency-
clicals. Cfr. S. AUSÍN, Aspectos bíblicos de la Exhortación Apostólica 
«Reconciliatio et Paenitentia», in ScrTh 17 (1985) 291-305; and G. ARANDA, 
Utilización del patrimonio bíblico en la trilogía trinitaria, in ScrTh 20 (1988) 
457-489 (the author provides an analysis of the encyclicals «Redemptor homi-
nis», «Dives in misericordia» and «Dominum et Vivifîcantem»). The use of 
Genesis in «Laborem exercens» is studied in J. L. ILLANES, Trabajo, historia y 
persona. Elementos para una teología del trabajo en la «Laborem exercens», 
in ScrTh 15 (1983) 205-231, especially 211-215. Finally, there is a study con-
cerning the use of Gen 1:26-28 not only in John Paul II but also in the whole 
social doctrine of the Church in G. ARANDA, Gen 1,26-28 en la Doctrina Social 
de la Iglesia, in T. LÓPEZ (dir.), Doctrina social de la Iglesia y realidad socio-
económica. En el centenario de la Rerum Novarum (XII Simposio 
Internacional de Teología de la Universidad de Navarra), Pamplona 1991, pp. 
293-305. 
8. Cfr. S. AUSÍN, Aspectos bíblicos de la Exhortación Apostólica «Reconciliatio 
et Paenitentia» in ScrTh (1985) 291-305; and G. ARANDA, Utilización del 
patrimonio bíblico en la trilogía trinitaria, in ScrTh 20 (1988) 457-489. 
9. S. AUSÍN, art. cit., p. 291. 
10. Ibid. 
11. G. ARANDA, Utilización del patrimonio bíblico en la trilogía trinitaria, art. cit., 
488. 
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THE CHRISTIAN EXEGESIS OF THE POPE 
Pope John Paul II —basing himself on the insights and ideas given 
to him by the texts of Sacred Scripture— develops in his social encyclicals 
the basic doctrines concerning God and the human person considered in the 
social aspect. It is a teaching full of significance for modern man, in the 
same way that the social doctrine of the Church occupies a privileged posi-
tion in the understanding of the modern world situation and of the solutions 
towards present-day problems. 
The interest of Pope John Paul II 's social encyclicals does not lie, 
however, only in the social teachings they contain, which are in part the 
echo of the Church's social doctrine since Leo XIII and at the same time the 
actualization of the said doctrine for these ending years of the twentieth 
century.1 From the point of view of the subject matter of this thesis, the 
social encyclicals of the Holy Father also present an added interest: they are 
a perfect example of how the Pope offers a model of interpretation of Holy 
Scripture which could offer us significant insights on how to go about the 
task of biblical interpretation, so important for the life of the Church nowa-
days. 2 This is what we intend to do in the present work: to show that the 
Pope interprets the Bible in a certain way and that this interpretation can 
serve as a model for those who dedicate themselves to biblical study. Of 
course, we must remember that the interpretation made by Pope John Paul 
II on the biblical texts is not the only possible way of interpreting Sacred 
Scripture. 3 There are many ways of making a profound study of the richness 
of the Bible, precisely because the Bible is the Word of God, and as such is 
inexhaustible in content and application, since it reflects the infinity of the 
Sacred Author. However, the person and authority of the Roman Pontiff 
entitle us to inquire closely into the manner he interprets the Bible in his 
social encyclical. 
Before we begin studying the Pope's way of making biblical inter-
pretation, it would be useful at this point to ask ourselves if the Holy Father 
himself has given some indications on the right and Christian way of inter-
preting the biblical texts. The answer can only be positive, since just like his 
predecessors before him, the Pope has given some guidelines for biblical 
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scholars, especially in two speeches, one given in 1985 and the second one 
just recently published last year together with the new Document of the 
Pontifical Biblical Comission. 
In his General Audience of Wednesday, May 1, 1985, 4 Pope John 
Paul II taught the following points: 
1) The first norm of exegesis is to search for what the sacred writers 
really wanted to say. 
2) The second norm is to take into consideration "literary genres or 
forms." The meaning of what the author expresses depends on these literary 
genres, which must therefore be considered against the background of all 
the circumstances of a given era and a specific culture. 
3) The third norm of exegesis is to pay attention to the customary 
styles of perceiving, speaking, and narrating which prevailed in the time of 
the sacred author. 
4) Serious attention must be given to the unity of all Scripture, the 
Church's living tradition and rule of faith. The living tradition of the whole 
Church must be taken into account along with the harmony which exists 
between elements of the faith, that is to say, the "analogy of the faith". By 
this we mean the consistency of the individual truths of faith among them-
selves, and with the total plan of revelation and the fullness of the divine 
economy contained in it. 
5) Scripture interpretation is finally subject to the Church's judg-
ment. We must stress once again that the Magisterium makes use of the 
work of theologians and exegetes, and at the same time watches over the 
results of their studies. 
The second address of the Pope touching on the correct and 
Christian manner of biblical interpretation took place during the course of 
an audience commemorating the centenary of the encyclical of Leo XIII, 
«Providentissimus Deus» and the fiftieth anniversary of the encyclical of 
Pius XII, «Divino afflante Spiritu», both of them dedicated to biblical stu-
dies. 5 During the audience, the new document of the Pontifical Biblical 
Commission on the interpretation of the Bible in the Church was presented 
to the Holy Father by Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger. In this address of the Holy 
Father, the following points can be seen as the Pope's idea of a healthy 
Christian exegesis: 
1) the harmony between Catholic exegesis and the mystery of the 
incarnation, considering both the divine and human elements present in the 
Incarnate Word and in Sacred Scripture; 
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2) the need to take into account the human aspect of Sacred Scripture 
by means of the historico-critical methods and the study of literary forms; 
3) the reading and interpretation of Sacred Scripture in the same 
Spirit with which it was written, following the indications of DV n. 12; 
4) fidelity to the Church, which takes the form of faithfulness to 
Tradition and the Magisterium, and the use of the analogy of the faith; 
5) the pastoral character of Christian exegesis, drawing the believers 
closer to God in a personal relationship with Him, which in the final analy-
sis is the aim of biblical interpretation. 
The foregoing discussion on the Pope's instructions on how to go 
about the task of the Christian interpretation of Sacred Scripture should now 
serve as the background for the study we will now make on the "Christian 
exegesis" 6 of the Pope in his social encyclicals. To our mind, the exegeti-
cal method followed by the Holy Father is according to the principle enun-
tiated in the important text of Dei verbum n. 12. We may say that in the 
exposition of the numerous biblical texts that the Holy Father uses in his 
social encyclicals, he holds on to the four principles enumerated in this pas-
sage of the dogmatic constitution on Divine Revelation. Our discussion, 
therefore, of the Pope's exegesis will have the following structure: (1) cri-
teria referring to the human character of the Bible: consideration of the lan-
guage of the Bible and literary forms; (2) criteria referring to the sacred cha-
racter of the Bible: a) reading Scripture in the same Spirit with which it was 
written; b) the unity and content of the whole of Scripture; c) the living 
Tradition of the Church; and d) analogy of the faith. Having studied these 
two sets of Christian hermeneutical principles, we will then point out two 
special features of the Pope's interpretation of the biblical texts: 3) actuali-
zation of the Bible in the light of the social doctrine of the Church; and 4) 
Scripture as the "soul" of the Pope's exposition in his encyclicals. At the 
end, a final synthesis of the Pope's way of using and interpreting Scripture 
will be presented. 
I . CONSIDERATION OF BIBLICAL LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FORMS 
The analysis and use which the Holy Father makes of Sacred 
Scripture in his social encyclicals correspond to the criteria of biblical inter-
pretation already set forth in the first paragraphs of n. 12 of the Dogmatic 
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Constitution Dei Verbum. With such a well-documented Magisterial tradi-
tion behind him, the Pope naturally does not wish to offer a new set of her-
meneutical principles in his study of the biblical texts. What he does is 
simply to apply the Christian principles of biblical interpretation to a con-
crete context of his teachings, in our case, the social doctrine of the Church. 
This is what we will set out to do in the present chapter. 
First of all, as DV says, «in determining the intention of the Sacred 
writers, attention must be paid, among other things, to literary forms» (DV 
n. 12). 7 A study of some texts from the Pope's social encyclicals will show 
that the Holy Father takes into account the peculiarity of the biblical texts 
he is using, and that sometimes his readers must be reminded of the tempo-
ral and cultural conditions among which the particular passage of Scripture 
has been composed. 
Thus for example, we find the following words of the Pope in his 
first encyclical: 
«The Church finds in the very first pages of the Book of Genesis the 
source of her conviction that work is a fundamental dimension of human 
existence on earth. An analysis of these texts makes us aware that they 
express —sometimes in an archaic way of manifesting thought— the fun-
damental truths about man, in the context of the mystery of creation itself» 
(LE n. 4).» 
We would like to emphasize here the words "sometimes in an 
archaic way of manifesting thought" ("interdum modo pervetusto cogitata 
proferendi"). The Pope indicates in the passage that the book of Genesis is 
one of the sources of the Church's conviction of work's importance for 
man. This important truth is expressed, as the Pope says, "sometimes in an 
archaic way of manifesting thought." In these words, we see that the book 
of Genesis cannot be read as if all its statements were to be interpreted with 
in the same criteria of twentieth century man. They must be situated with in 
the context of the history of Israel. The Holy Father did not have the inten-
tion of specifying the archaic characteristics of the book of Genesis, but his 
mere mentioning of the fact that Genesis contains statements that are alre-
ady "archaic" to our modern way of thinking is an explicit admission of the 
historical and temporal conditions which surround the "truth" of God's 
Word. Indeed, right after that short parenthetical comment —«sometimes in 
an archaic way of manifesting thought»— the Pope immediately adds: «the 
fundamental truths about man, in the context of the mystery of creation 
itself». According to the Holy Father, the "archaic" elements in the Genesis 
account of creation in no way offer an obstacle for the expression of truth. 
God makes use of the literary ways of expression used at the time of the 
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hagiographers in order to reveal the fundamental and therefore perennial 
truths concerning man. 9 What is important is the truth behind the different 
literary expressions and forms: the latter may change with the passage of 
time, but the former always remains. It would be well to remember at this 
point the words of DV n. 12, which recommends the study of the different 
literary expressions of truth found in Scriptures. 1 0 
A first point thus to be emphasized in the Pope's use of Sacred 
Scripture —in this case the book of Genesis— is that the determination of 
literary forms is important for the task of exegesis. At the same time, efforts 
must be made so that the truth and essential meaning of God's Word be 
ascertained at all cost in these literary forms or expressions. 1 1 Being God's 
Word, the Bible is God's instrument for expressing His revealed truth. In 
this sense, truth according to Scriptures is not discovered by man nor is it a 
fruit of human conviction —this is the Hellenistic or Greek conception of 
truth— but rather it is God's revealed Word, made known in the Bible by 
men inspired by God. 1 2 The human literary forms are utilized by God to 
express the perennial truths concerning God, man and the world. The Pope, 
in the passage just cited, implicitly carries this conviction within him, since 
he recognizes in the archaic expressions of Genesis «the fundamental truths 
about man, in the context of the mystery of creation itself» (LE n. 4). 
A few lines further on in the same number of the encylical, the Holy 
Father gives some more guidelines on how to interpret biblical forms of 
expression. 1 3 Gen 1:28 is quoted directly, with the following four verbs 
being emphasized: prh, rbh, ml', and kbs prh usually means "be fruitful", 
referring normally to the possession of numerous offspring. It may also 
refer to plants bearing fruit (Gen 49:22; Deut 29:18; Is 32:12). The verb 
bears a relationship to the following verb, rbh, rbh has the general meaning 
of "multiply in offspring", or "increase in numbers" (cfr. among many 
others Gen 47:27; Ex 1:7; Deut 8:13; Job 27:14). However, in some passa-
ges it has the meaning of "surpassing others", "excelling", "to be greater 
than", "to be mighty, powerful" (Gen 7:18; 1 Kings 4:30 [Hebrew text: 
5:10]; Job 33:12; Ps 49:17). ml' connotes the idea of "filling something" or 
"be filled with something", both in a literal-physical sense and in a more 
figurative sense. 1 4 In Gen 1:28, it develops the idea of the verbs rbh and prh 
and is a consequence of the action of multiplying. Finally, kbs, only used 15 
times in the Hebrew Bible, suggests the meaning of "subdue" and "bring 
into subjection and/or bondage." In most cases, it refers to the subjection 
and bondage suffered by the people or the land (Num 32:22; Josh 18:1; Neh 
5:5; 2 Sam 8:11; Jer 34:16; 2 Chron 28:10). '5 In Gen 1:28, the main idea is 
to subdue the earth or bring it to subjection. 
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In none of these cases is there a special and explicit reference to 
work. That is why the Pope tells us that «these words do not refer directly 
and explicitly to work». And yet, the Holy Father goes on to say that «they 
indirectly indicate it as an activity for man to carry out in the world. Indeed, 
they show its very deepest essence*. The Pope recognizes a deeper meaning 
which lies behind the "obvious" sense of the four verbs mentioned. By 
means of work, man "bears fruit" and "multiplies" in the sense that he beco-
mes more powerful —taking another related meaning of the verb rbh as 
mentioned above— not only in numbers but in the capacity for more work. 
Man by means of work "fills" the earth with the products of his work and 
"subdues" it by discovering the mighty and mysterious forces inherent in 
nature and using them for his own advantage. The four verbs all indicate an 
«activity to be carried out in the world*. What better term to describe this 
activity than "work", which is shown in «its very deepest essence* by the 
activities marked out by the four verbs in Gen 1:28? 
The analysis just made of the Pope's interpretation of Gen 1:28 
shows that there exists a profound conviction on the Holy Father's part of 
the rich value in meaning found in biblical language. The Bible as the Word 
of God expressed in human language is a faithful reflection of the infinite 
capacity for application of God's message to mankind. Since God is the 
Creator not only of the first Adam but also of the whole human race, His 
plans for man apply to all generations of mankind. The words of Gen 1:28, 
"Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it", are directed not 
only to Adam and Eve, but also to the rest of their progeny. The "preg-
nancy" of meaning that is found in biblical language enables the text to be 
understood by the Pope as a very appropriate description of what work is. 
Biblical language is full of important but unexpressed or hidden meanings, 
in such a way that from it there can be derived not only direct, but also indi-
rect meanings. This is what the Holy Father did in his approach to the mea-
ning of Gen 1:28. 
Another example of how the Holy Father proceeds in his interpreta-
tion of biblical texts can be found in LE n. 12. 1 6 Once more, the Pope inter-
prets the Genesis text: "Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and sub-
due it" (1:28). First he analyzes the word "earth", pointing out that it «refers 
to all the resources contained in the visible world and placed at man's dis-
posal*. The Holy Father gives a particular meaning to "earth" and indicates 
that it has the connotation of earthly "resources" ("copias" in Latin), and not 
necessarily the earth itself. They are present so that man can use them for 
his advantage, and this he does by means of "work", which is equivalent to 
"subduing the earth". 1 7 Thus, we see here that the richness of biblical lan-
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guage permits the Holy Father to use this text in order to indicate the cha-
racteristics and even the essence of work. The words of Sacred Scripture 
have a significance beyond their most obvious meaning; they are capable of 
being interpreted in an indirect manner, in the sense of referring to other 
realities that go beyond the contemporary situation of the readers of the text. 
A first reading of Gen 1:28 perhaps may not suggest to us that work is an 
essential dimension of man's nature, but the Pope, basing himself on the 
peculiar characteristic of biblical language, can say with complete assuran-
ce that the word "earth" refers to "resources" which can be used by man to 
"subdue the earth", that is to say, which can be the object of that important 
activity by which creation is subdued: work. The words of the Pope, 
«However, these resources can serve man only through work», is really a 
commentary on the biblical expression "subdue the earth". Work is the 
equivalent of "subduing the earth". Only if one is capable of recognizing the 
immense richness of meaning in the biblical text can there be a possibility 
of performing this "transformation of meaning" that is involved in the 
Pope's particular interpretation of this passage of Scripture. 
A few paragraphs before, a relationship has been established betwe-
en the truth of God's Word and the human literary forms or expressions that 
bring out this truth. Another text of LE illustrates this deep insight deduced 
from the Pope's analysis of biblical texts: 
«The word of God's revelation is profoundly marked by the funda-
mental truth that man, created in the image of God, shares by his work in 
the activity of the Creator and that, within the limits of his own human 
capabilities, man in a sense continues to develop that activity, and perfects 
it as he advances further and further in the discovery of the resources and 
values contained in the whole of creation. We find this truth at the very 
beginning of Sacred Scripture, in the Book of Genesis, where the creation 
activity itself is presented in the form of "work' done by God during "six 
days" (cfr. Gen 2:2; Ex 20:8,11; Dt 5:12-14), "resting on the seventh day" 
(cfr. Gen 2:3)» (LE n. 25).'« 
The word "truth" appears two times in the above passage of LE and 
is predominant in many parts of the encyclical. The Holy Father says that 
"the word of God's revelation is profoundly marked by the fundamental 
truth." What is meant here is that in many passages of Sacred Scripture, 
mention is made of the truth which God wishes to reveal to mankind. The 
results of exegetical sciences, especially those based on the human sciences 
of history and philology, should not forget that behind the human words of 
the Bible is found its divine Author, who possesses perennial truths that He 
wishes to communicate to all men. That is why the study of the human 
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forms of expression in biblical language is important, since it helps us to 
arrive at the true and authentic meaning meant by the authors of the sacred 
text. However, this is only the first step. A further effort has to be made of 
arriving at the truth behind the literary "facade", so to speak, which the 
human character of Sacred Scripture must inevitably possess. A more lite-
ral rendering of the first sentence of the passage just quoted of the Pope 
would be the following: «In the words of Divine Revelation, this funda-
mental truth is deeply inserted...» 1 9 The point which the Pope is trying to 
make is that fundamental truths pervade the words of Divine Revelation. 
Behind the obvious meanings which the historico-critical sciences can reve-
al to the exegete, there is another not so obvious sense that must be equally 
brought to the attention of the People of God, and that is the truth which 
God's Word reveals to man. 
The importance of this fact for biblical interpretation is evident for 
the Holy Father. He even says that "we find this truth at the very beginning 
of Sacred Scripture, in the Book of Genesis (...)." Truths which are valid for 
all men and women of all time pervade Scripture from beginning to end. 
They are truths which can indeed be described as "fundamental" ("praeci-
pua" in Latin), since they are the basis on which the whole edifice of 
Christian faith rests firmly, and without which there would be no sense in 
discussing the present topic, namely the importance of work for the life of 
man and society. 
There is another point which has to be made with regard to how the 
Pope makes use of the principal biblical passages of Genesis in his effort to 
show the truth concerning man. The Holy Father says that «creation activity 
itself is presented in the form of "work" done by God during "six days", 
"resting" on the seventh day." 2 0 The word "form" is here put in italics since 
it indicates the recognition by the Pope of certain "forms" or "expressions" 
which can be used to convey absolute truths. Two examples of such expres-
sions are given by the Holy Father in the text just mentioned. In the Latin 
text, the words "sex diebus" and "requiesceret" are written in quotation 
marks. This means that they are to be understood not in their normal sense, 
in such a way that God is supposed to be physically working for six days 
and then would be resting on the seventh. Rather, they are to be interpreted 
as a figurative way of expression easily understandable for the readers of 
that time and which conveys the idea of "work", since the custom of the 
Sabbatical rest after a week of work was already a reality at that moment. 
Hence, it is clear that the Pope admits the presence of literary forms in the 
biblical texts which should be interpreted as they were meant to be inter-
preted by the hagiographer, taking into account the historical and cultural 
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situation of both the author and the readers. However, the different literary 
forms serve the truth, which always remains the same for all readers in any 
moment of history. 
The Pope mentions some types of literary forms generally recogni-
zed by biblical exegetes. An example is the following passage: 
«This description of creation, which we find in the very first chapter 
of the Book of Genesis, is also in a sense the first "gospel of work". For it 
shows what the dignity of work consists of: it teaches that man ought to imi-
tate God, his Creator, in working, because man alone has the unique cha-
racteristic of likeness to God» (LE n. 25). 2 1 
The Pope sees in the creation account of Genesis a sort of "Proto-
Evangelium", comparable to the first announcement of the Good News to 
Adam and Eve after their fall into sin, and comparable also to the four 
Gospel accounts which announced to the world what the Savior of mankind 
"did and taught" (cfr. Acts 1:1). In the same way, the first chapters of 
Genesis can be considered according to the Pope as the "Good News" con-
cerning work, a conviction which contemporary man needs to have in order 
that he may value highly and esteem work, often devalued and considered 
insignificant in the eyes of many who precisely depend on work for their 
daily living. 
A little further on in the same number of LE, the Pope once again 
makes reference to a "gospel of work": 
«The teachings of the Apostle of the Gentiles obviously have key 
importance for the morality and spirituality of human work. They are an 
important complement to the great though simple and discreet gospel of 
work that we find in the life and parables of Christ, in what Jesus "did and 
taught" (cfr. Acts 1:1)» (LE n. 25). 2 2 
After discussing the teachings of St. Paul on work, the Roman 
Pontiff says that the teaching of the Apostle of the Gentiles is «an impor-
tant complement* («praestans complementum») to the "Gospel of work" 
which we can find in Christ's whole life, in what he did and taught, in his 
actions and words. The Pope makes reference to the life of Christ as a 
"Gospel of work", as an announcement of the good news concerning the 
value which work must have for all of us, since Christ became our model, 
when he assumed the hardships and difficulties as well as the benefits 
which come from work. 
The important thing to be emphasized in these two passages of 
Laborem exercens is the presence in the Pope's mind of such an expression 
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as "the Gospel of work". The word "gospel" is not only meant to be the four 
gospels as we have them now in the New Testament. It is also expresses a 
literary genre or form unknown among the Greeks and the Jews, a type of 
written document which gathers together and collects the announcement of 
the Good News made by the first Apostles, 2 3 therefore a literary form which 
became an apt instrument during the first years of Christianity for the evan-
gelization of the ancient world, 2 4 and which the Church has consecrated for 
all time by counting four such documents among the Canon of the inspired 
books which contain the Word of God. The Holy Father thus mentions a 
type of literary genre when he refers to the life and parables of Christ as "the 
great though discreet gospel of work", although what he has principally in 
mind is the "announcement of the good news" concerning work already 
found in the Gospels. It is one of the means used by the Pope in order to add 
authority to what he has been saying all along concerning work throughout 
the encyclical on work. 
The Pope not only speaks of "gospels", but also of "parables": 
«In his parables on the Kingdom of God Jesus Christ constantly 
refers to human work (...)» (LE n. 26). 2 5 
«The Gospel parable of the weeds among the wheat (cfr. Mt 13:24-
30.36-43) admirably teaches that it is for God alone to separate the subjects 
of the Kingdom from the subjects of the Evil One, and that this judgment 
will take place at the end of time» (CA n. 25). 2 6 
As regards other forms of literary expression, the Pope mentions the 
presence in the New Testament, especially in the Pauline epistles, of 
"exhortations" and "commands", and, in general in Sacred Scripture, of 
"history", "story" or "narration": 
«This teaching of Christ on work, based on the example of his life 
during his years in Nazareth, finds a particularly lively echo In the teaching 
of the Apostle Paul. Paul boasts of working at his trade (he was probably a 
tent-maker; cfr. Acts 18:3), and thanks to that work he was able even as an 
Apostle to earn his own bread (cfr. Acts 20:34-35). "With toil and labour 
we worked night and day, that we might not burden any of you" (2 Thess 
3:8). Hence his instructions, in the form of exhortation and command, on 
the subject of work» (LE n. 26). 2 ' 
«The story of the human race described by Sacred Scripture is, even 
after the fall into sin, a story of constant achievements, which, although 
always called into question and threatened by sin, are nonetheless repeated, 
increased and extended in response to the divine vocation given from the 
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beginning to man and to woman (cfr. Gen 1:26-28) and inscribed in the 
image which they received* (SRS n. 30). 2 8 
Thus so far, some passages of the social encyclicals of the Pope have 
been mentioned in which the Holy Father considers the human character of 
biblical texts. There are, however, two other passages that clarify even more 
the Pope's ideas on how Sacred Scripture is to be interpreted in its human 
side, that is to say, on how attention should be paid to the type of biblical 
language and expressions used in a particular text of Sacred Scripture. In 
SRS, while discussing the moral character of development, the Pope offers 
a biblical basis to his statement that the dominion granted to man over cre-
ation is not an absolute power: 
«The limitation imposed from the beginning by the Creator himself 
and expressed symbolically by the prohibition not to "eat of the fruit of the 
tree" (cfr. Gen 2:16-17) shows clearly enough that, when it comes to the 
natural world, we are subject not only to biological laws, but also to moral 
ones, which cannot be violated with impunity* (SRS n. 34). 2 9 
The phrase «expressed symbolically* —«symbolica ratione expri-
mituD> in Latin— admirably and aptly describes the true nature of the cre-
ation narratives. They are narrations which are certainly full of symbolisms, 
but at the same time they indicate fundamental truths. In the passage just 
cited, the words of Gen 2:17 —"but of the tree of the knowledge of good 
and evil you shall not eat"— are a symbolic way of expressing an impor-
tant truth: «the limitation imposed from the beginning by the Creator him-
self*, which the Holy Father has been repeatedly emphasizing in the pre-
vious paragraphs. Man is not free to abuse the natural world placed at his 
disposal. He rules over all other creatures, but he should do so in a respon-
sible manner, in the same way that God imposes a prohibition on him, for-
bidding him to eat of the forbidden tree. The symbolism present in the bibli-
cal phrase "to eat of the tree" is indeed very appropriate for the hagiograp-
her's intention of stressing both the superiority of man over nature (he can 
eat of the tree in the garden), and the limits and responsibilities which man 
should manifest towards nature (not all the trees are available for man's 
nourishment). The Holy Father is not the first one to speak of "symbols" in 
the creation narratives of Genesis, but he has certainly shown the way open 
towards a symbolic interpretation of the first chapters of Genesis, without 
renouncing the search for the truths which lie behind the symbolic expres-
sions. 
One final example of how the Pope highly esteems the importance 
of biblical language in capturing the meaning of a particular biblical text 
can be seen in the following passage: 
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«For Christians, as for all who recognise the precise theological 
meaning of the word "sin", a change of behaviour or mentality or mode of 
existence is called "conversion", to use the language of the Bible (cfr. Mk 
1:15; Lk 13:3.5; Is 30:15). This conversion specifically entails a relations-
hip to God, to the sin committed, to its consequences and hence to one's 
neighbour, either an individual or a community* (SRS n. 38). 3 ( ) 
The Pope recognizes a special kind of language proper to Sacred 
Scriptures. This language has contributed towards the enrichment of the 
vocabulary of modern languages. In the passage just cited above, the Pope 
recommends the reader to refer to three biblical texts in which the notion of 
"conversion" is explained. The first text is taken from the Gospel of Mark 
and is concerned with the first moments of Jesus' preaching: "The time is 
fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand; repent, and believe in the 
Gospel". Emphasis is given to the verb "repent", metanoein in Greek. 
Conversion is necessary if one is to avoid destruction: "But unless you 
repent metanoete you will all likewise perish" (Lk 13:3.5). The last text is 
taken from Isaiah, and is an invitation for Israel to convert herself once 
more to the Lord: "For thus said the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel, 'In 
returning and rest you shall be saved'" (Is 30:15). 3 1 In all the three biblical 
passages, the common denomination is the idea of "conversion", a word 
which has already become a common word in the Christian culture to sig-
nify a change of attitude. For the Pope, "conversion", understood in the 
biblical sense, is equivalent to "a change of behaviour, mentality or mode 
of existence" (in the Latin original, "mutatio rationis vivendi et mentis vel 
modi, quo quis est"). The need for a change of attitude in the policy of deve-
lopment, especially in the relation of the rich countries towards the poor 
ones, is thus linked to a moral attitude. That is why "conversion specifically 
entails a relationship to God, to the sin committed, to its consequences and 
hence to one's neighbour, either an individual or a community". It is not 
only a question of a strictly religious attitude, i.e. the conversion towards 
God, but also a conversion towards one's neighbour, and therefore also 
towards other individuals, communities or nations. 
Hence, the Pope makes use of a biblical term like "conversion" in 
order to clarify an idea which he was developing a few lines beforehand: 
«the urgent need to change the spiritual attitudes which define each indivi-
dual's relationship with self, with neighbour, with even the remotest human 
communities, and with nature itself; and all of this in view of higher values 
such as the common good». It is an example of how the Pope uses the 
expressions and terms offered by the Bible in order to support a doctrinal or 
moral teaching. 3 2 In this sense, the Holy Father shows that one must not 
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exaggerate the relativeness or circumstantial character of biblical language. 
It is true that we must take into account the historical and cultural condi-
tions of the literary forms and language of biblical texts. However, in many 
cases, the concepts involved in these literary forms are still valid even in 
contemporary times, precisely because of the truths which they express and 
which are applicable not only for the immediate addressees of the docu-
ment, but also for all men of all time. A more detailed explanation of this 
aspect of biblical language will be found later on when the Pope's actuali-
zation of the Bible is discussed. 
Summing up all the foregoing discussion on how the Pope considers 
biblical language and literary forms, the following may be said: 
— the Holy Father recognizes the need of ascertaining the different 
and varied literary genres or forms that can be found in Sacred Scripture; 
— a deep study of these literary forms should make the reader of the 
Bible aware that he or she is reading a document written long ago in the 
past, and that therefore use must be made of the historico-critical methods 
in order to find out what the particular passage meant for the direct addres-
sees of the biblical text; 
— the Pope has a profound conviction that the different literary 
forms and languages of the Bible contain profound truths about God, man 
and the world; the validity of these truths remain although the literary forms 
in which they are expressed are conditioned by the historico-cultural and 
literary conditions of the particular moment when the different biblical texts 
were written and redacted; 
— some literary genres mentioned by the Pope in his social encycli-
cals are the gospel, parables, exhortative and mandatory discourses, and 
historical narratives; 
— the first chapters of Genesis are characterized by the use of "sym-
bols" in order to express fundamental truths about the origin of man, the 
world and society; 
— finally, biblical language, expressions and terms can be used in 
support of the doctrinal and moral teachings of the Church; an example is 
the Roman Pontiffs use of the biblical term "conversion" in order to illu-
minate the concept of a change of spiritual attitude with regards to the 
attainment of full development (cfr. SRS n. 3 8 ) . 
Before ending this section on the biblical language and literary 
forms found in the social encyclicals of the Pope, it is important to take note 
of the following observation. The Pope uses in his encyclicals certain types 
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of technical language through which he intends to speak to contemporary 
man and woman. To be more concrete, the Holy Father makes use of three 
types of language: 
— The Holy Father makes use of the language of modern anthro-
pology, as can be observed in his deep analysis of the essential dignity of 
both man and woman, and of the importance and dignity of human work. 
This type of technical language as used by the Pope sometimes makes his 
encyclicals difficult to follow, but the Roman Pontiff has a very specific 
purpose in mind when he uses such language: to imply that what he is trying 
to say to the world is something very serious and and so merits attention. 
— The language of the sciences are also used: for example, that of 
medicine, social sciences (in speaking, for example, of solidarity), philo-
sophy (use of phenomenology in the analysis of man's situation), and so on. 
It seems that the Pope is offering his Magisterium not only to those who 
already have the Christian faith and live according to its demands, but also 
to all types of people: scientists, doctors, philosophers, social workers, and 
even non-Christians like atheists and Marxists. In short, the Pope is telling 
all of us that the message he is trying to say in the encyclicals is something 
which affects everyone, and so he also adapts his language in order to be 
acceptable to all concerned. 
— It is in this context that the Holy Father also uses technical bibli-
cal language, as we have seen all throughout this section. In using the lan-
guage of the Bible, the Pope is trying to tell us that his message owes much 
to the Bible, and that his task is merely to transmit perennial truths concer-
ning God, man and the world, all of them already contained in Sacred 
Scriptures. 
II. THEOLOGICAL HERMENEUTICAL PRINCIPLES OF DEI VERBUM 12 
In the preceding section of the present chapter, we have been consi-
dering how the Pope has put into practice the directives given in the first 
part of the important text of D V n. 12. We have seen how the Holy Father 
takes into account the human character of Sacred Scripture, and how this 
fact has influenced his manner of treating the biblical texts, seeing in them 
the influences of the historical and cultural moments in which the sacred 
hagiographers lived and worked. 
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But as we shall see later, DV n. 12 does not end with the recom-
mendation to search the sense which the human authors of the Holy Bible 
wanted to convey to their readers. The final paragraph of this important 
number of DV deals also with the norms of interpretation which should be 
applied to Sacred Scripture taking into account its sacred character, that is 
to say, the fact that the Bible is the Word of God Himself, that ultimately 
speaking, the final author of Sacred Scriptures is God, and that therefore the 
Bible is totally different from all the rest of world literature. The Christian 
dogma of biblical inspiration requires a new set of modes of interpretation 
which cannot be the same as those used for ordinary books. Only Sacred 
Scripture enjoys the privilege of divine inspiration, and therefore it should 
be interpreted in a very special way, in accordance with its divine charac-
ter, that is to say, it has to be accepted by means of an act of faith. 3 3 
If, as we have seen in the preceding section, the Pope respects and 
applies the principles which the Second Vatican Council in its Dogmatic 
Constitution on Divine Revelation recommends concerning the human cha-
racter of Sacred Scripture, he would all the more be respecting and applying 
the principles which DV n. 12 recommends to exegetes concerning the divi-
ne character of the Bible. The conciliar text proposes some major points for 
the guidance of Christian exegetes. After having discussed in the preceding 
paragraph the methods of scientific exegesis, with special emphasis on lite-
rary forms, the same n. 12 of DV adds further instructions which wiii take 
exegetes beyond merely historical-critical procedures with reference to the 
human authors in their particular contexts. The exegetical task is seen as 
more than simply elaborating an historical explanation of the origin and 
development of the biblical text. It rather involves a more comprehensive 
understanding of the Word of God based on these points: reading and inter-
preting Scripture in the same Spirit in which it was written; the unity of the 
entire Bible; the living tradition of the whole Church; and the analogy of 
faith. 
What the Vatican Council says here concerning the norms to be 
followed in biblical exegesis is the consequence of the divine character of 
Sacred Scriptures. The Holy Father, in his social encyclicals, naturally does 
not intend to treat systematically these four norms, but they are present in 
his interpretation of the biblical texts. To establish this truth is the purpose 
of this part of the chapter. The Pope's interpretation or exegesis of the bibli-
cal texts will therefore be structured along these four points, following the 
directives of DV n. 12: 1) the interpretation of Scriptures in the Spirit; 2) 
the unity of the entire Sacred Scripture; 3) the living Tradition of the whole 
Church; and 4) the analogy of faith. 
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1. The interpretation of Sacred Scripture in the Spirit 3 4 
This fundamental principle of Christian exegesis has received offi-
cial endorsement in the Dogmatic Constitution Del Verbum, in the mentio-
ned number 12 in chapter three. Since the preceding number 11 dealt with 
the inspiration and truth of the Scripture, it follows that the following num-
ber 12, which deals with the interpretation of Scripture, is to a large extent 
closely bound up with the Conciliar doctrine on inspiration, in such a way 
that the whole chapter three of DV contains the title "On the divine inspi-
ration of Sacred Scriptures and its interpretation." 
Within number 12, we have already discussed the first part concer-
ning the conciliar endorsement of the historical and critical method of exe-
gesis, with particular emphasis on the literary forms. The importance of the 
principle now to be discussed, namely "the interpretation of Scriptures in 
the Spirit", lies in the fact that it serves as the connecting link between the 
exegetical task and the inspired character of the biblical text. The exegeti-
cal task is found in the words "Sacra Scriptura (...) legenda et Interpretan-
do esf \ while the inspired character of the Bible is described by the words: 
"eodem Splritu quo scripta est."35 
There is a footnote reference in the Conciliar text to the phrase just 
quoted, referring the reader first of all to the encyclical Spiritus Paraclitus 
of Benedict XV, written on the occasion of the 1500th anniversary of St. 
Jerome's death, and then to a Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians 
written by the same Jerome. Let us consider the content of these two refe-
rences, used by Dei Verbum to provide documentary basis for the herme-
neutical principle we are now considering. 
The first text is that of Benedict XV: 
«Therefore, since he [Jerome] was conscious that "in the exposition 
of holy Scriptures we always have need of the coming of the Spirit of God" 
(In Mich. 1, 10-15: PL 25, 1159B), and that Scripture cannot be read and 
interpreted otherwise "than what the sense of the Holy Spirit demands, in 
whom it was written" (In Gal. 5, 19-21: PL 26,445A), the most holy man 
of God earnestly implored the strength and the lights of the Paraclete, as 
well as the prayers of his friends; and we read that he entrusted to the divi-
ne assistance and to the prayers of his brothers all his recently-begun com-
mentaries of the Sacred Books, and that he also attributed those commenta-
ries which he successfully finished to divine help and to his brethren's pra-
yers». 3 6 
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Benedict XV makes reference to two commentaries of St. Jerome, 
on the prophet Miqueas and on Paul's Epistle to the Galatians. The impor-
tant phrase which interests us is found in Jerome's Commentary on the 
Epistle to the Galatians, also quoted as the second footnote reference in the 
conciliar text of DV n. 12 : 
«For if the wisdom of the flesh is God's enemy (since all those false 
dogmas contrary to God are enemies), consequently heretics are also ene-
mies of God, they are related to the works of the flesh. In Greek 'airesis 
iXpeo-Lcr is related to the concept of election, since each one chooses the doc-
trine which he thinks to be the better one. Hence, whoever understands 
Scripture in another way than what the sense of the holy Spirit demands, in 
whom it was written: although he doesn't separate himself from the Church, 
he can nevertheless be called a heretic; he belongs to the works of the flesh, 
choosing the worst part». 3 7 
The quote taken from Benedict XV's Encyclical speaks of the neces-
sity of imploring the Holy Spirit's aid in interpreting the Scripture. For this 
purpose, the Pope offers us the example of St. Jerome, who implored the 
help of God and the prayers of his friends in order to work on his commen-
taries according to the Spirit of God. We can already see here an indication 
towards an understanding of the phrase "interpret the Scriptures in the Spirit 
in which it was written." First of all, the most essential thing to note is that 
there is a fundamental reason why Scripture has to be interpreted according 
to the Spirit in which it was written: the reason is that Scripture is inspired. 
This is equivalent to the recognition of the sacred and divine character of 
the books of Scriptures. Secondly, the principle also tells us that Scripture 
has to be interpreted and read in the same Spirit in which it was written. 
This means that the Christian interpreter needs to have the assistance and 
aid of the same Spirit in order to undertake the interpretation of Scriptures, 
that is to say, he must lead a life according to the Spirit. Y. Congar has 
rightly affirmed that «the Church has never failed in insisting that no one 
can understand the Word of God without the same Spirit who inspired it: 
she has always been conscious of the unity between the object and the sub-
ject*. 3 8 It is. an attitude which implies full respect towards the sacred cha-
racter of Scriptures and an openness to the message which God through the 
sacred authors has wished to make known to mankind. 
Summing up what has been said so far, we can affirm that "inter-
preting the Scriptures in the same Spirit in which it was written" is simply 
saying that the Holy Bible contains the Word of God, that it is inspired, 3 9 
and that therefore a corresponding reverential attitude is required of the per-
son who wishes to interpret the biblical text, invoking the assistance of the 
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Holy Spirit by means of a truly Christian way of life, based on prayer and 
trust in the Spirit. 4 0 The Dogmatic Constitution Dei Verbum offers us in this 
context the example of St. Jerome and the orientations given by Benedict 
XV in his encyclical Spiritus Paraclitus. 
How does Pope John Paul II apply this important hermeneutical 
principle to his social encyclicals? The Holy Father doesn't explicitly men-
tion the principle just discussed. However, he does apply it when he consi-
ders that the Scriptures are inspired and that therefore in them we can find 
immense treasures of doctrinal teaching, towards which a reverential attitu-
de of obedience and docility is required. Some passages of the social ency-
clicals will make this procedure of the Pope clear. Thus, for example, we 
find the following text from the Pope's encyclical on work: 
«But the source of the Church's conviction [that work is a funda-
mental dimension of man's existence on earth] is above all the revealed 
word of God, and therefore what is a conviction of the intellect is also a 
conviction of faith. The reason is that the Church —and it is worthwhile sta-
ting it at this point— believes in man: she thinks of man and addresses her-
self to him not only in the light of historical experience, not only with the 
aid of the many methods of scientific knowledge, but in the first place in the 
brillant light of the revealed word of the living God» (LE n. 4) . 4 1 
The Pope in this part of the encyclical —the beginning of chapter II 
on work and man— is dealing with work as a fundamental aspect of man's 
existence on earth. In order to provide a firm basis for his assertions, the 
Holy Father begins with the presence of work in the book of Genesis. From 
this it is clear that the words "in the brillant light of the revealed word of the 
living God" refer primarily to the book of Genesis. In other words, the Pope 
is expressing the faith of the Church in the Scriptures as the source of many 
of her convictions on many matters of faith and morals. In this case, the 
Pope respectfully accepts the testimony of the first book of the Bible con-
cerning the importance of work for man. The Church's conviction is there-
fore, as the Pope says, not only one based on the intellect, but especially one 
based on faith in God's word. 
We have here an example of how to interpret Scripture in the same 
Spirit in which it was written, since the sacred character of God's Word is 
recognized, and the teaching offered concerning a particular point of doc-
trine is wholeheartedly accepted as coming from «the word of the living 
God». God in His Spirit is still alive in the Scriptures, the same Spirit who 
worked in the intelligences and wills of the hagiographers is still at work in 
our days in the Church through the written words of the Bible. 4 2 As H. de 
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Lubac says, the genuine process of tradition in the Church can be summa-
rized in the following manner: «the Scripture interpreted in the Church 
under the illumination of the Holy Spirit*. 4 3 It is the task of exegetes to cap-
ture this same Spirit and interpret the Scriptures according to the teachings 
which the Spirit wishes to impart even in our time. This is what the Pope is 
doing in his social encyclicals. 
Another passage from the same encyclical, making use of Jn 4:38, 
talks about work as entering into the inheritance of those who have worked 
before (LE n. 13).44 Once again, the Pope mentions the light which comes 
from the word of God and which enlightens our faith. The text of St. John 
serves as a stimulus for the Pope's statement that work has both a huma-
nistic and theological aspect. Work is the fulfillment of God's command to 
man to "subdue the earth", and at the same time, work is the result of a long 
chain of processes by which a person inherits the fruits of the labours of 
others. The fundamental phrase in the quotation above is the following: 
«guided both by our intelligence and by the faith that draws light from the 
word of God, we have no difficulty in accepting this image*. The important 
thing to remark on the Pope's procedure is that the image offered by the text 
of St. John concerning man as "entering into the labour of others" should be 
accepted with no difficulty at all on the part of those who have faith in 
God's word. There is no mention here of the Spirit in whom the Scriptures 
were written, but the main idea concerning the respect due to the Word of 
God is present, and as we have mentioned before, this is equivalent to the 
reverence which the inspired written Word of God should evoke in all belie-
vers. One aspect of an interpretation done in accordance to the same Spirit 
in which Scripture is written is the willing acceptance of the teaching of 
Scripture, a testimony not only of the conviction which the biblical inter-
preter has of the inspired character of the Holy Bible, but also of the pre-
sence of the Spirit of God in him, as St. Gregory the Great aptly says: «The 
Word of God cannot be grasped without His Wisdom; the reason is that 
unless a person receives the Spirit of God, he can never understand His 
Word*. 4 ' 
In chapter V of the same encyclical, the Pope speaks of the elements 
for a spirituality of work. He says that work is not only a matter concerning 
the body, but also the whole personality of man, both in his body and spirit 
(LE n. 24)."« Once more, the fundamental principle we have been studying 
in this part of the chapter is applied. The peculiarity of Scripture is that it is 
directed «to the whole person*, that is to say, to his body, soul, intelligen-
ce and faculties. It is a word which belongs to «the living God». The Pope 
lays a special emphasis on the word of revelation as coming from "the 
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living God". This is really the same as saying that the Spirit who inspired 
the hagiographers to compose the books of the Bible is still very much alive 
nowadays, and that the Spirit continually directs himself to the "whole per-
son". It is the duty of those who are studying the Word of God to open 
themselves up to the Spirit, and to exercise not only their intellects, but also 
their hearts, minds, soul and all the other human faculties. The biblical 
interpreter must admit that the Word of God is «the evangelical message of 
salvation*, and from that point of view he must interpret the teachings of 
Scripture. The Holy Father does this when he applies the biblical texts he is 
using to the subject of work, which is the main interest of the encyclical. 
That is why he says that in God's living word, «we find many points of doc-
trine which concern human work and which throw particular light on it». 
God's Word is like a spiritual light which illumines the minds and faith of 
those who respectfully accept Sacred Scripture as the inspired word of God. 
The light which comes from the inspired word of God is once more 
shown by another passage: 
«The teachings of the Apostle of the Gentiles obviously have key 
importance for the morality and spirituality of human work. They are an 
important complement to the great though simple and discreet gospel of 
work that we find in the life and parables of Christ, in what Jesus "did and 
taught" (cfr. Acts 1:1). On the basis of these bright illuminations emanating 
from the Source himself, the Church has always proclaimed what we find 
expressed in modern terms in the teaching of the Second Vatican Council 
(...)» (LE n. 26).« 
After these words, there appears a quote from Gaudium et Spes, n. 
3 5 , 4 8 which deals with the value of human work, understood rightly as 
meant for man and as realized according to God's plan. As regards the prin-
ciple of the interpretation of Scripture in the same Spirit in which it was 
written, the decisive words are, «on the basis of these bright illuminations 
emanating from the Source himself*. The teaching of Christ and Paul as 
found in the New Testament is described as «bright illuminations* («lumi-
na praeclara*), 4 9 which come from the «Source himself*, namely God's 
Spirit who is the principal author of the New Testament. The Church bases 
herself on the statements of Sacred Scripture in her teachings on work 
because she believes that in the words of the Bible, the Spirit is at work and 
is still imparting instructions to mankind. 
The final paragraph of LE concludes with these words: 
«Let the Christian who listens to the word of the living God, uniting 
work with prayer, know the place that his work has, not only in earthly pro-
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gress but also in the development of the Kingdom of God, to which we are 
called through the power of the Holy Spirit and through the word of the 
Gospel» (LE n. 27). 5" 
Once again, the same theme is found: Scripture is the word of the 
living God, and it is a word which demands to be listened to, especially con-
cerning work which has been the topic of the encyclical. The aim of each 
person who works should not only be earthly progress, but also something 
more: the development of the Kingdom of God. We are called to this 
Kingdom, the Pope says, «by the power of the Holy Spirit and through the 
word of the Gospel». It is a phrase which fairly resumes the principle we 
are studying. The influence of the Holy Spirit, joined to the force which 
emanates from the Gospel, will lead all men to the Kingdom of God, to 
which the work of each one contributes. In the same way, in order to inter-
pret Sacred Scripture well, the reading of the divine words should be sup-
ported by the power or virtue of the Holy Spirit, available only through 
constant prayer. Only in this way can the Christian interpretation of 
Scripture be fully carried out in accordance with the same Spirit in which 
the sacred texts were written. 
The help of the Holy Spirit is particularly evident not only in the 
interpretation of the inspired texts of the Bible, but also throughout the his-
tory of the Church, especially in the doctrine which the Church continually 
communicates to mankind, as SRS n. 1 shows. 5 1 According to the Holy 
Father, the social doctrine of the Church involves gradual growth, fomen-
ted by the word of Christ Jesus and the assistance of the Holy Spirit. A men-
tion is made, therefore, of the Holy Spirit, in close association with the word 
revealed by Christ. 5 2 The same Spirit of the Scriptures is that which helps 
the Church in her gradual understanding of the Christian social doctrine. 
We see here a close relationship existing between the word revealed by 
Christ and the Spirit. The Spirit helps the Church to develop the richness 
contained in the word of the Scriptures, and the Church corresponds to the 
assistance of the Holy Spirit by being docile to those motions of the Spirit 
all throughout her long history. In this sense, the interpretation of Scriptures 
should also accomodate itself to the manifestations of the Spirit's power 
shown in the present stage of the history of salvation. This is done espe-
cially by means of the Church in her Magisterium. In the numerous docu-
ments of the Church's Magisterium issued since the very first years of the 
Church's existence, the influence of the Spirit is seen. The Pope appeals to 
the presence of the Spirit in his own interpretation of the events of our time, 
and also in the understanding of the biblical texts which make reference to 
the social doctrine of the Church. What the Pope does should be a model for 
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all who take to themselves the task of interpreting and explaining God's 
Word. There is a need first of all for a firm conviction of the inspired cha-
racter of Scripture, and then a willingness to bring out all the potentialities 
latent in the written text with the purpose of serving the faith of the People 
of God. With this in mind, the Christian exegete can indeed be assured of 
reading and interpreting Sacred Scripture in the same Spirit in which it was 
written. 
Finally, let the following passage taken from SRS illustrate once 
more the conviction of the Pope that Scripture must be respected and con-
sidered as written in the Spirit —hence as divinely inspired— and therefo-
re to be interpreted with that same Spirit: 
«The motto of the pontificate of my esteemed predecessor Pius XII 
was Opus iustitiae pax, peace as the fruit of justice. Today one could say, 
with the same exactness and the same power of biblical inspiration (cfr. Is 
32:17; Jas 3:18): Opus solidaritatis pax, peace as the fruit of solidarity* 
(SRS n. 39).« 
The Holy Father is trying here to provide a firm basis for his pro-
gram of Christian solidarity. He establishes a comparison with the motto of 
Pius XII, "Opus iustitiae pax", based on the biblical texts cited above, 5 4 and 
then proposes a motto of his own, "Opus solidaritatis pax" (the original 
Latin is "Opus hominum coniunctionis pax"), saying that it has the «same 
exactness and the same power of biblical inspiration*. What makes the 
Pope think of his motto as having the same scriptural weight as that of Pius 
XTI? Certainly because he thinks that in our time, "solidarity" is the equi-
valent of "justice". Justice should be complemented by "solidarity". In the 
biblical term "justice" or "righteousness", the Pope also sees the concept of 
"solidarity". Therefore, solidarity shares in the same scriptural weight as 
justice. 
The power of biblical inspiration is a reality because the Spirit of 
God who inspired the authors of the Old and the New Testament is still at 
work in our time. The Pope interprets the biblical texts of Isaiah and James 
and sees in their words an implicit reference to the necessity of solidarity at 
the present juncture of history. The Holy Father does not go into the details 
of how this transposition of meaning can be exegetically justified: it is not 
his purpose at that point. The only justification he offers is that the phrase 
"opus solidaritatis pax" enjoys the same exactness and the same power of 
biblical inspiration as the phrase "opus iustitiae pax", based on the texts of 
Isaiah and James. And the Pope is justified in doing so, because he posses-
ses the insight and the idea that solidarity is the contemporary equivalent of 
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justice. Perhaps, the Holy Father is thinking that if both Isaiah and James 
were alive today, they would be preaching about the necessity of solidarity 
in our dealings with others. They would be moved by the same Spirit who 
moved them to speak and to write in their respective moments. In this way, 
the Roman Pontiff operates within the sphere of the Spirit, and discerns 
what the Holy Spirit is wishing to say to the people of our time. As I. de la 
Potterie says, «in order to truly understand a text of Sacred Scripture, the 
exegete should in a certain sense put himself in communion with the faith 
and with the spiritual experience of its author*. 5 5 What the Pope does is not 
a subjective interpretation, but rather an attempt to justify by means of the 
Bible the contemporary concerns of the Church in the modern world. The 
evolution of the Church's social doctrine is a sure sign of the presence of 
the Spirit in the world; a renewed interpretation of biblical texts according 
to the new situation would be part of this evolution and would be justified 
if it is made by the supreme authority of the Church, "which exercises the 
divinely conferred commission and ministry of watching over and interpre-
ting the Word of God» (DV n. 13). 
Taking into account all that has been said so far concerning the 
Pope's application of the principle of interpreting Scripture in the same 
Spirit in which it was written, the following points can be affirmed: 
— the principle according to which Scripture must be interpreted 
and read in the same Spirit in which it was written is applied by the Pope as 
a general attitude in his approach to the biblical texts; 5 6 
— the proper interpretation of Scripture according to the Spirit is the 
recognition of the inspired character of the Word of God: if Scripture is 
written in the Spirit of God, it participates in the divine character of God, 
that is to say, God is the principal author of the Bible, and the hagiograp-
hers are the human authors of the Bible; even the literal sense participates 
in this inspired character of the Bible; 5 7 
— a consequence of the inspired character of the Word of God is the 
necessity of reading and interpreting it "in the same Spirit in which it was 
written", which means that the interpreter has to approach the biblical text 
with full respect and devotion, willing to let the meaning of the biblical pas-
sage penetrate into him, and not the other way round, namely, trying to 
manipulate the meaning of the text according to his own point of view; 
— reading and interpreting Scripture in the Spirit is one of the main 
tasks of the Magisterium as it goes about its task of illuminating contempo-
rary mankind with the evangelical message of salvation, always relevant for 
any moment of history; however, it should be kept in mind that the reading 
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of Scripture in the Spirit is also the task of all Christian interpreters of 
Sacred Scripture; 
— the teaching authority of the Church is assured of the assistance 
of the Holy Spirit who speaks through the instrumentality of Sacred 
Scripture, whose message is compared to "brilliant illuminations" (LE n. 
26) which clarify and enlighten the intelligence and will of man; 
— finally, the reading and interpreting of the Scriptures according to 
the Spirit enables the Holy Father to direct himself to contemporary man 
and woman by means of the message of Scripture, since the same Spirit 
who inspired the sacred authors is still active at this present stage of salva-
tion history. 
2. The content and unity of the whole of Scripture 
As we have seen before, article 12 of Dei Verbum states further ins-
tructions that will take exegetes beyond merely historical-critical procedu-
res (with their orientation to the human authors in their particular contexts). 
It sees the exegetical task as more than simply elaborating an historical 
explanation of the origin and development of the biblical text, and enuncia-
tes an ideal for exegetes in their work of understanding and explaining the 
meaning of Scripture: to read and interpret Sacred Scripture in the same 
Spirit in which it was written. Such "spiritual interpretation" attends to 
three points: 1) the content and unity of the entire Bible; 2) the living tradi-
tion of the whole Church; and 3) the analogy of faith. 
First of all, it is necessary —the Council says— to be attentive «to 
the content and the unity of the whole of Scripture*. What we have here is 
a rule of interpretation which is absolutely fundamental and widely known 
in tradition, both patristic and medieval.51* The entire Scripture, being inspi-
red by the Holy Spirit, forms one unique book of which Christ is the main 
content and the Spirit its unity. This is the sense of the well-known phrase 
of Hugh of St. Victor: «A11 divine scripture is one book, and that one book 
is Christ*. 5 9 
The criterion according to which attention must be paid to the con-
tent and unity of the whole of Scripture flows from the main principle 
explained in the preceding section: since the Holy Spirit is the principal aut-
hor of Scripture, all the books of the Bible participate in the unity of its uni-
que author, the Spirit, who carried out one unique history of salvation. 6 0 
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Let us now see how the Pope applies this important principle in his 
social encyclicals. While discussing the evolution of the concept of work 
since ancient times, the Holy Father says: 
«By broadening certain aspects that already belonged to the Old 
Testament, Christianity brought about a fundamental change of ideas in this 
field [the concept of work], taking the whole content of the Gospel messa-
ge as its point of departure, especially the fact that the one who, while being 
God, became like us in all things (cfr. Heb 2:17; Phil 2:5-8), devoted most 
of the years of his life on earth to manual work at the carpenter's bench. 
This circumstance constitutes in itself the most eloquent "Gospel of work" 
(...)» (LE n. 6).«' 
A radical progress is noticeable in the concept of work when 
Christianity came on the scene. From that moment on, work is no longer 
considered as exclusively belonging to slaves nor as a task which is 
unworthy of free men. The Holy Father says that the Gospel message chan-
ged this mentality, since the main personality of the Gospel, the God-man, 
also took upon himself the burdens of work, thereby conferring an infinite 
dignity on work itself, and establishing the fact that work is not something 
which degrades man, but rather is something which develops his own 
humanity. 
This is the main doctrinal point of the Holy Father. With regard to 
the principle of the content and unity of Scripture, the Pope believes that the 
Christian message is «broadening certain aspects that already belonged to 
the Old Testament*. A certain relationship is established between the mes-
sage of the Gospel and that of the Old Testament, which is really the same 
as saying that there exists a fundamental unity between the two. Moreover, 
the Roman Pontiff says that Christianity «takes the whole content of the 
Gospel message as its point of departure*, namely Christ Himself, as the 
most essential reason for the change of mentality with regards to work. In 
these words of the Pope, we see that Christ is the main content of the 
Gospels, and by extension, of the whole New Testament. In a sense, we can 
see that Christ is already present in the Old Testament in those passages 
where work is exalted, beginning from the divine mandate given in Gen 
1:28.«2 Hence, in this passage taken from LE, both the unity of the Old and 
New Testament and the centra! importance of Christ in Scripture are clearly 
apparent. 
Another passage taken from LE brings out the unity of the books of 
the Old and New Testament (LE n. 2 5 ) . 6 3 The Pope presents both the first 
and the last book of Sacred Scripture as referring to the participation of man 
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in the creative activity of God, described as work (in the case of Genesis) 
or deeds (in Apocalypsis; more literally, "works": ta 'erga). In one para-
graph, the Holy Father spans the whole Bible, quoting both the first and the 
last book of Scriptures, and making them speak concerning a common mat-
ter: the description of God as "working" and of man as participating by 
means of work in this divine creative work. 
Similar to the passage just discussed is the following: 
«It can indeed be said that he looks with love upon human work and 
the different forms that it takes, seeing in each one of these forms a parti-
cular facet of man's likeness with God, the Creator and Father. Is it not he 
who says: "My Father is the vinedresser" (Jn 15:1), and in various ways 
puts into his teaching the fundamental truth about work which is already 
expressed in the whole tradition of the Old Testament, beginning with the 
Book of Genesis?* (LE n. 26). 6 4 
The Holy Father affirms that God in the person of Jesus Christ con-
siders work not as a curse, but as a reality which was already present in the 
Old Testament. Once again, the unity between the Old and the New 
Testament is clearly evident from the words of the Pope. In our case, the 
point of contact between the two Testaments is the fundamental truth con-
cerning work, that is to say, a doctrinal point of view provides the link bet-
ween the two Testaments. It is again a reflection of the unique authorship 
of the Holy Spirit, who in both parts of the Bible communicates fundamen-
tal truths concerning our understanding of what God, man and the world 
are. 
A vivid consciousness of the unity of the Bible as centred in Christ 
is no less present in LE n. 2 7 . 6 5 There is a connection made here between 
two books of the Old Testament, Genesis and Ecclesiastes, and the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ. The words of Qoheleth, according to the Pope, are almost 
"an echo" of the words of Genesis. It is a recognition of the continuity 
which exists between the various books of the Bible. 6 6 In a special way the 
central importance of the Gospels is emphasized, since they are always the 
"final word" on any doctrinal matter being discussed in the encyclicals. The 
reason is that in the Gospels, the "Paschal Mystery of Jesus Christ" is 
found. The questions asked concerning the meaning of the toil found in 
work find their answer in Christ, who assumed the toil associated with work 
and used it for our Redemption. In another paragraph of LE n. 27, the 
Gospel message clarifies the statements of the Old Testament concerning 
the hard reality of toil in work and provides the light which man needs in 
order to accept the possibility of sharing in Christ's redemptive work. 6 7 
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These examples taken from the Pope's encyclical on work indicate 
that the unity of Sacred Scripture finds its center in Jesus Christ, who is the 
real answer to the mysteries of human life. The Spirit who is the primary 
author of Scriptures leads the reader of the biblical text to Christ, who draws 
to himself the divine messages already announced in the Old Testament. 
The Pope uses this principle in his teachings concerning work, thus brin-
ging out the fact that work is something which is not evil in itself, but is also 
a means used by Christ in order to redeem mankind. 
Hence, if the books of Sacred Scripture form a unity, there is a jus-
tification for the use of several biblical passages to corroborate a point of 
doctrine. The Holy Father does not hesitate in putting different biblical texts 
side by side to provide a biblical basis for his main ideas, even though such 
biblical texts were written in totally different contexts and moments. An 
example among many others is the following: 
«Sacred Scripture continually speaks to us of an active commitment 
to our neighbour and demands of us a shared responsability for all of huma-
nity. This duty is not limited to one's own family, nation or State, but 
extends progressively to all mankind, since no one can consider himself 
extraneous or indifferent to the lot of another member of the human family. 
No one can say that he is not responsible for the well-being of his brother 
or sister (cfr. Gen 4:9; Lk 10:29-37; Mt 25:31-46)!» (CA n. 51).«* 
The three biblical texts used as references come from the Old and the 
New Testament, but they are all used in order to prove the same point, 
namely that all of us are responsible for each other. The Pope does not take 
into account the different historical and literary contexts which surround 
these three biblical texts, he is rather more interested in using them to 
strengthen a doctrinal point he is making. 
3. The living Tradition of the Church 
The Dogmatic Constitution Dei Verbum recommends that in order to 
interpret Sacred Scriptures according to the Spirit in which it was written, 
«the living Tradition of the whole Church» should be taken into account. 6 9 
These words briefly take up the classical principle of Catholic exegesis 
which has been explained in the preceding chapter of the Dogmatic 
Constitution. 7 0 Regarding the comprehension of the biblical text, it follows 
that the true Christian interpretation of Scriptures is only possible within a 
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constant continuity with the Tradition of the Church; precisely in this way, 
the exegete will be able to arrive at the interpretation of Holy Scripture "in 
the Spirit." Moreover, it is an invitation to maintain or rediscover the unity 
and continuity between contemporary exegesis and patristic exegesis,' 1 
since the Fathers searched for the spiritual intelligence of Scripture within 
the Tradition of the Church. This principle of the indissoluble unity betwe-
en Scripture and Tradition was already present in the Fathers themselves. 
For example, St. Cyril of Alexandria expresses the formula, 'oi patires kai 
'e graphe, «the Fathers and the Scripture*. 7 2 For him, the Fathers and 
Scripture are closely related with one another: the Scriptural argument and 
the Patristic argument permit us to see the unity of God's design and encou-
rage us to «a unifying lecture of the multiple parts of Scriptures, collected 
in a unique Bible, so that the one and unique Christ may be discovered the-
rein*. 7 3 
The Holy Father applies this principle in his social encyclicals. 
Some passages will help us clarify the position of the Pope on this matter, 
as for example the following words taken from LE: 
«The sketch of the basic problems of work outlined above draws ins-
piration from the texts at the beginning of the Bible and in a sense forms the 
very framework of the Church's teaching, which has remained unchanged 
throughout the centuries within the context of different historical experien-
ces. However, the experiences preceding and following the publication of 
the Encyclical Rerum Novarum form a background that endows that tea-
ching with particular expressiveness and the eloquence of living relevance* 
(LEn. 11). 
The first thing pointed out is that the Church draws her most basic 
doctrine on work from Sacred Scripture, and that this basic doctrine 
«remains unchanged throughout the centuries within the context of different 
historical experiences*. The Church however is not limited to just trans-
mitting the sacred deposit of Scripture concerning work; she is also called 
to transform the message of the Bible into something relevant for the res-
pective moments in which she finds herself. In the case of the Encyclical 
Rerum Novarum, it was a question of giving satisfactory answers to the 
interrogations of men and women at a time when workers were in a very 
inferior position and were treated unjustly. Pope Leo XIII, exercising his 
authority, widens and enlarges the Scriptural teaching on work by means of 
the well-known encyclical on the condition of labour. This is an example of 
how the living Tradition of the Church, by means of the supreme 
Magisterium of the Popes, has interpreted the basic Christian doctrines con-
tained fundamentally in Sacred Scripture. The encyclical LE of Pope John 
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Paul II is another example of how the main teachings of Scripture concer-
ning work can be applied to the changing circumstances of the end of the 
20th century. In other words, the interpretation of Scripture ought to be con-
sidered as a task which contributes to the teaching of the living Tradition of 
the Church. The interpretation of Scripture within the Church's Tradition 
would lead to fruitful results; 7 4 it would be a living interpretation, since 
Scripture was completed and collected within the living tradition of the 
Church. 
This is the reason why in CA n. 3 the present Pope recommends the 
reading of Pope Leo's important encyclical. 7 5 For the Pope, the Tradition of 
the Church is always living and vital, in keeping with the times, but always 
built upon the foundation laid by the Fathers in the faith. The teaching of 
Rerum novarum is thus shown to go back to the ancient period of the 
Church, and ultimately to the teaching of Scripture itself, on which the 
Fathers based their teachings, since Sacred Scripture leads all Christians to 
its center, Jesus Christ, who according to the Pope, is «the irreplaceable 
foundation*, basing himself on 1 Cor 3:11. 
The Pope considers the great Tradition of the Church as a treasure 
which must be handed down (CA n. 3). 7 6 What the Holy Father has in mind 
is the need to be faithful to the whole Church Tradition and at the same time 
to interpret the new circumstances of the world especially with regard to the 
social doctrine of the Church. He uses the Gospel image of the scribe who 
takes out new things and old ones, the former referring to the context and 
circumstances of modern society, the latter referring to the perennial tea-
ching of the Church based on the Bible. For the Pope, the Tradition of the 
Church is an essential element in the interpretation of Scripture. By means 
of this Tradition, the fundamental teachings of Scripture are handed down 
throughout the centuries and applied to the changing circumstances of the 
times. The emphasis is on the adjective "living": «The living Tradition of 
the whole Church, as the work of the Spirit, is the spiritual life and the doc-
trine of the faith, handed down and nourished in the bosom of the 
Church*. 7 7 In the social encyclicals, the living Tradition of the Church is 
especially evident in the Church's Magisterium, which has been instrumen-
tal in discovering the profound richness contained in Revelation concerning 
the human person and society. 7 8 
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4. The analogy of faith 
The third criterion recommended by DV n. 12 is the "analogy of the 
faith". 7 9 The expression comes from St. Paul in his Epistle to the Romans 
(12:6),8(» in which St. Paul was talking about the gift of prophecy: this gift, 
when it manifests itself in the community, should always be exercised 
"according to the analogy of the faith", that is to say, according to the inter-
pretation which has been received in harmony with the whole Christian 
faith. In the context of the Pauline passage, E. Przywara defines "analogia 
fidei" as follows: «"Analogia fidei" means that in this One Body and this 
One Church, there could be no statement of Revelation nor any statement 
pertaining to the faith (not even the statement of a prophet) which would not 
stand or would not have to stand in "analogy" to the one objective faith, 
which is as objectively one as the "one Lord" and the "one baptism", which 
are not subjective acts, but rather an objective reality». 8 1 In DV n. 12, this 
third criterion can be considered as the synthesis of the other two. The inter-
pretation of Scripture takes into account the analogy of the faith when it 
integrates itself not only in the whole context of the Old and New 
Testament, but also in that of Tradition, in such a way that even if there are 
difficulties present in the interpretation of an isolated written text, its 
"sense" will become manifest when it is seen in the context of the whole 
revelation. 8 2 
The Pope applies this principle in his social encyclicals. Thus, for 
example, the Holy Father says in his encyclical on work: 
«In order to continue our analysis of work, an analysis linked with 
the word of the Bible telling man that he is to subdue the earth, we must 
concentrate our attention on work in the subjective sense, much more than 
we did on the objective significance, barely touching upon the vast range of 
problems known intimately and in detail to scholars in various fields and 
also, according to their specializations, to those who work. If the words of 
the Book of Genesis to which we refer in this analysis of ours speak of work 
in the objective sense in an indirect way, they also speak only indirectly of 
the subject of work; but what they say is very eloquent and is full of great 
significance* (LE n. 6) . 8 3 
In the previous number of the encyclical, the Holy Father has been 
discussing work in the objective sense, that is, work as the fruit of man's 
effort, specially as can be seen in agriculture, industry and technology. 
These three areas are considered by the Pope as the fulfilment made by man 
of the divine words "subdue the earth" in Gen 1:28. The book of Genesis 
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provides the biblical basis for this objective analysis of work. Now, in the 
present text just quoted, the Pope is speaking of man as the subject of work, 
and for this topic, the Pope is also making use of the same book of Genesis 
in order to justify his considerations. The words of Genesis concerning man 
as the "image of God" —this means that man is a person, unique among the 
other creatures of the world— provides the biblical basis for the Holy 
Father's insistence on the dignity of the subject of work. He says that these 
references of Genesis to man as the subject of work are «indirect», but even 
so, «what they say is very eloquent and is full of great significance*. The 
Pope makes use of the significance and eloquence of the Genesis passages 
in order to clarify the point he is making of the importance of work and that 
of its subject, man. His analysis of these topics is «linked with the word of 
the Bible*, which means that there exists a firm connection between the 
truths of our faith and the words of the Bible. The expressions found in 
Genesis are interpreted and analyzed by the Pope according to a certain 
comparison with what the faith tells us of work and man as the subject of 
work. It is in this sense that the Roman Pontiff uses "the analogy of the 
faith" in his analysis of the biblical texts. 
Here is another example of the use made by the Pope of the "analogy 
of the faith": 
«The "new evangelisation", which the modern world urgently needs 
and which I have emphasised many times, must include among its essential 
elements a proclamation of the Church's social doctrine. As in the days of 
Pope Leo XIII, this doctrine is still suitable for indicating the right way to 
respond to the great challenges of today, when ideologies are being increa-
singly discredited. Now, as then, we need to repeat that there can be no 
genuine solution of the "social question" apart from the Gospel, and that the 
"new things" can find in the Gospel the context for their correct understan-
ding and the proper moral perspective for judgement on them* (CA n. 5) . 8 4 
As we shall see in the next section, the actualization of the biblical 
texts is a characteristic feature of the Pope's interpretation of the Bible. In 
the encyclical passage quoted above, we can see that the Gospel provides a 
means for the correct understanding of the ever changing situations in the 
world and society. The words of the Gospel must be interpreted in the light 
of these changes, and it is legitimate to do so, since Sacred Scripture is not 
isolated in itself, but is rather open to the whole context of human history 
enlightened by the Christian faith. The principle of the interpretation of 
Scripture according to the "analogy of the faith" permits exegetes to disco-
ver a multiplicity of meanings inherent in the biblical text and which corres-
pond —in spite of their multiplicity— to the simplicity of the one Truth 
they express. 8 5 
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One last example is that given by the Pope in Centesimus annus: 
«The original source of all that is good is the very act of God, who 
created both the earth and man, and who gave the earth to man so that he 
might have dominion over it by his work and enjoy its fruits (Gen l:28f.). 
God gave the earth to the whole human race for the sustenance of all its 
members, without excluding or favouring anyone. This is the foundation of 
the universal destination of the earth's goods» (CA n. 31). 8 f i 
A relationship is established between a biblical text (Gen 1:28) and 
a doctrinal principle of the social doctrine of the Church: the universal des-
tination of the earth's goods. The statements of the Bible are used by the 
Pope as the foundation of doctrinal affirmations with regard to the social 
doctrine of the Church. In discussing the importance of solidarity, the Holy 
Father wishes to recall an important principle of the social doctrine of the 
Church, together with the principle of private property: the universal desti-
nation of the earth's goods. Now in order to provide a basis for the last-
mentioned principle, the Pope makes use of a text of Genesis, a procedure 
which the Roman Pontiff frecuently does in order to discuss the Church's 
doctrine on man and society. The biblical text is interpreted in accordance 
with an idea which the Pope already has in mind: to prove that the univer-
sal destination of the earth's goods is already implicit in the words of Gen 
1:28. It may perhaps seem strange that the Bible is made to serve the doc-
trinal purposes of the Pope, when naturally what an exegete would do is to 
make the Bible the basis of doctrine. But the Pope does not hesitate to 
employ this procedure since he is convinced of the legitimacy to interpret 
Scripture according to the "analogy of the faith," namely the preservation 
of the interior unity of the dogmas and doctrines of Christian faith. Since 
the universal destination of the earth's goods pertains to one of these doc-
trines, the Bible can be used in order to provide a foundation for the 
Church's doctrines. 
m. ACTUALIZATION O F SCRIPTURE 
One of the most urgent tasks of Christian exegesis today is the actua-
lization of the message of Sacred Scripture. 8 7 Speaking of the necessity of 
actualization, the recent document of the Pontifical Biblical Commission 
affirms the following: «Actualization is necessary because, although their 
message is of lasting value, the biblical texts have been composed with res-
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pect to circumstances of the past and in language conditioned by a variety 
of times and seasons. To reveal their significance for men and women of 
today, it is necessary to apply their message to contemporary circumstances 
and to express it in language adapted to the present time. This presupposes 
a hermeneutical endeavor, the aim of which is to go beyond the historical 
conditioning so as to determine the essential points of the message*. S 8 It is 
only by means of the actualization of the biblical texts that the message of 
Sacred Scripture can have a lasting influence on the men and women of our 
time. Otherwise, an exclusive concentration on the historical-literary 
aspects of the biblical text would lead to a dry and irrelevant interpretation 
of the biblical message, one which would not create any impression on the 
other members of the People of God. 8 9 
Our purpose in this section of the chapter is to present Pope John 
Paul IPs manner of actualizing the biblical texts used in his social encycli-
cals. But before examining the encyclical texts of the Pope with reference 
to actualization, it would be advisable at this point to explain what the role 
of the Magisterium is with regard to the actualization of Scripture.9" The 
first thing to be clarified is that although the "authentic" interpretation of 
Sacred Scripture corresponds only to the Magisterium,91 it is obvious and 
clear that the task of exegesis is not "exclusively" entrusted to the 
Magisterium, but rather to the whole Church.92 The role of the Magisterium 
is to serve God's Word and the Church by professing the continuous faith 
of the People of God in the changing circumstances of history and time. It 
is in this aspect that the Magisterium contributes towards the actualization 
of Scripture. 
How does the Magisterium exercise her role of actualization of 
Scripture? Fundamentally, her task consists in presenting in an authentic 
manner the living faith of the Church today, and inviting exegetes in the 
process to show the scriptural basis of this living faith. The Magisterium 
does not normally determine the sense of a biblical text,93 but rather presents 
the reality, the mystery, of which Scripture speaks. 9 4 A fundamental princi-
ple of actualization states that God reveals Himself to man principally and 
essentially by means of His living Word, Jesus Christ, who lives by means 
of the Spirit in His Body the Church and in each one of the members of the 
Church.95 The other forms of God's communication to man, namely, the 
Scriptures, sacraments, etc. are subordinated to the purpose of making the 
living Word of Christ ever living in the Church.96 While the written Word 
of God is a fixed reality, separated from us by a temporal and cultural dis-
tance, the living Word of Christ present in the Church through the Spirit is 
a reality which is contemporary to us and will be so till the end of time. 9 7 
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The task, therefore, of the Magisterium, is to make Christ ever present in 
the world by means of that proclamation of the faith which is suitable to the 
needs of the Church as she tends in time towards the full realization of 
God's Kingdom. In fact, what the Magisterium actualizes is the faith of the 
Church, and in this process of actualization she also indirectly actualizes the 
Scriptures, since the faith of the Church finds its roots in the written word 
of God. The service which the exegetes offer to the Magisterium is the dis-
covery of the Scriptural basis of the contemporary proclamation of the faith, 
thus helping the Church in her Magisterium to distinguish better in 
Scripture what really belongs to the faith and what belongs only to the cul-
tural and historical conditions of the sacred hagiographer. 9 8 
What the Pope in his social encyclicals does is precisely the "actua-
lization" of the social doctrine of the Church, taking into account the histo-
rical and cultural conditions of contemporary society. For example, the 
Holy Father in SRS n. 41 insists on the fact that the Church still has some-
thing to say today concerning the nature of development. 9 9 The Holy Father 
does not intend in his social encyclicals to offer primarily an exegesis of 
some biblical texts concerning the social doctrine of the Church. What he 
does essentially is to present an "actualized" version of the social doctrine 
of the Church, and then he makes use of his own "reading" or "interpreta-
tion" of the biblical texts in order to provide a biblical basis for his asser-
tions. What is foremost in the Pope's intention is the proclamation of the 
"truth about Christ, about the Church and about man" to contemporary man 
and to society, which has been losing sight of the true meaning of justice 
and solidarity. For this purpose, the Holy Father draws on some passages of 
Sacred Scripture, and interprets them in the light of the message he aims to 
give to contemporary man. In saying that "the Church has something to say 
today, just as twenty years ago", the Pope is also indirectly saying that the 
words of Scriptures still have something to say to contemporary man, since 
the Roman Pontiff bases his statements on many biblical texts. Thus, the 
Pope actualizes Sacred Scripture in his attempts to actualize the social doc-
trine of the Church, considered as the effort to make the Gospel always "up-
to-date": 
«This twofold dimension [continuity and renewal] is typical of her 
teaching in the social sphere. On the one hand it is constant, for it remains 
identical in its fundamental inspiration, in its "principles of reflection", in 
its "criteria of judgment", in its "basic directives for action" (Libertatis 
conscientia n. 72), and above all in its vital link with the Gospel of the Lord. 
On the other hand, it is ever new, because it is subject to the necessary and 
opportune adaptations suggested by the changes in historical conditions and 
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by the unceasing flow of the events which are the setting of the life of peo-
ple and society* (SRS n. 3 ) . 1 M 
The social doctrine of the Church is ever constant, most of all becau-
se of «its vital link with the Gospel of the Lord». But this constancy in doc-
trine is also associated with the tendency to "renewal", according to the 
varied changes in historical conditions. In this renewal, the social doctrine 
of the Church does not lose «its vital link with the Gospel of the Lord»; rat-
her, the Gospel is also actualized when the social doctrine of the Church is 
presented anew to modern man. Once again, we find a declaration of the 
main intentions of the Holy Father, namely, the actualization or "renewal" 
of the social doctrine of the Church, and then also the purpose of preserving 
that "vital link with the Gospel" which the social doctrine of the Church has. 
The relationship between actualization and preserving the vital link 
with the Gospel can be seen in the contrast and at the same time the rela-
tionship between the "new" and the "old" found for example in LE n. 2. 1 , 1 1 
The passage describes a procedure of biblical interpretation often used in 
the documents of the Church's Magisterium, and it forms a very important 
part of the living Tradition of the Church. The Holy Father makes a refe-
rence to the text of Matthew: «Therefore every scribe who has been trained 
for the kingdom of heaven is like a householder who brings out of his trea-
sure what is new and what is old» (Mt 13:52). The purpose of Tradition is 
to bring out the inner and hidden richness of meaning present in the bibli-
cal texts, making them available to the needs of contemporary society. In 
this regard, the Catechism of the Catholic Church says: «According to the 
saying of the Fathers, "Sacred Scripture is written more in the heart of the 
Church than in material instruments." Indeed, the Church keeps within its 
Tradition the living memory of the Word of God, and the Holy Spirit pro-
vides her with the spiritual interpretation of Scripture*. 1 H 2 This is what the 
Pope does in his analysis of work, considered by the Pope in its "old" and 
"new" aspects. Basing himself on the Tradition before him, the Holy Father 
analyzes the concept of work which is very well-known to man, but perhaps 
not fully understood in its richness and biblical perspective. 
In LE n. 4, the Holy Father makes an enlightening interpretation of 
the divine command in Gen 1:28, showing that the four verbs have an inti-
mate relationship to work, indeed, that «they show its very deepest essen-
ce*, since work can only have meaning if it is considered within the context 
of the creation of man by God. 1 0 3 This is an example of how the Pope exa-
mines a biblical text and brings out shades of meaning which may have 
been perhaps overlooked in many exegetical interpretations of the text. 
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A further commentary of Gen 1:28 can be seen further on in the 
same passage of LE. 1 0 4 The Pope proposes a more "relevant" meaning for 
the phrase "subdue the earth". For the Holy Father, "earth" is not only the 
visible world, but rather the world considered as being under the influence 
of man's work and activity; on the other hand, "subdue" the earth refers 
fundamentally to those resources which can be harnessed by man for his 
needs. There is here a sort of an "anthropological interpretation" of the 
biblical text. The Holy Father wishes to bring out the fact that the whole 
universe only has meaning if understood in the context of man, and that the 
reason for God's creating the world is to put the world at man's service. 
This interpretation of the Pope corresponds to a more increased awareness 
in modern man of his capacity for controlling the forces of nature and for 
making use of the earth's resources for his daily needs and that of society." 1 5 
The Pope concludes the phrase quoted above by saying that «these words, 
placed at the beginning of the Bible, never cease to be relevant», that is to 
say, the words of Genesis can be "actualized" or be "made relevant" to 
modern man by evoking in him the necessity and importance of work in 
order to reaffirm his dominion over nature and the universe. This modern 
consciousness of man's capability is already a reflection of God's command 
at the beginning of time to the first representatives of the human race. 
Let us now see other uses of the concept of actualization in the 
Pope's social encyclicals. Thus, for example, we find the following state-
ment in Sollicitudo rei socialis: 
«Before these tragedies of total indigence and need, in which so 
many of our brothers and sisters are living, it is the Lord Jesus himself who 
comes to question us (cfr. Mt 25:31-46)» (SRS n. \2>).m 
Here, the scene of the Last Judgment narrated by Matthew acquires 
a very urgent and actual sense. Normally, actualization involves the process 
of relating the past to the present moment, but in this text of the Holy 
Father, the future —the last Judgment— is anticipated already in the pre-
sent. The needs of so many human beings unjustly treated by others is an 
anomaly which calls for the intervention of Jesus, the Final Judge. In this 
sense, the actualization of the biblical text takes the form of "anticipation", 
which is also one way of stressing the universality of Scripture's message 
not only with regards to place but also with regards to time. Deeply moved 
by the sad plight of so many people, the Holy Father makes use of this 
impressive text of Matthew, in order to bring out the seriousness before God 
of the crime of injustice and lack of solidarity. 1 0 7 
In SRS n. 30, the Pope relates the modern concept of development 
to the biblical image of the "talents".101* A comparison is made between the 
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concept of "development" and the "talents" which God will demand of us 
in the final reckoning of the Last Judgment. The original lesson of Jesus' 
parable is that we Christians are servants expected by Jesus, our master, to 
make full use of any gifts he may have given us so that his kingdom may 
grow on earth; we must give an account of this administration. The Pope 
makes an interesting application of this main Gospel lesson by saying that 
there is a necessity for all persons in all nations to contribute towards the 
development of other less-developed nations. When the Pope says, «If we 
do not [sow and reap], even what we have will be taken away from us», he 
is making a direct appeal to the richer and more developed nations to share 
what they have to other less fortunate nations; otherwise, what the former 
nations have will be "taken away" from them. 1 0 9 
The ultimate reason of the need for promoting true development is 
the social nature of man, which involves an essential dimension of gene-
rousness and sociability: 
«This is the transcendent reality of the human being, a reality which 
is seen to be shared from the beginning by a couple, a man and a woman 
(cfr. Gen 1:27), and is therefore fundamentally social. According to Sacred 
Scripture therefore, the notion of development is not only "lay" or "profa-
ne", but is also seen to be, while having a socio-economic dimension of its 
own, the modern expression of an essential dimension of man's vocation* 
(SRS nn. 29-30)."° 
Hence, the Pope affirms that the notion of development corresponds 
to a "modern expression" of an essential dimension of man's vocation re-
flected in the biblical text of Gen 1:27, wherein the human person is descri-
bed as created "male and female". The richness of meaning inherent in the 
passage of Genesis is used by the Holy Father in order to justify the neces-
sity for promoting initiatives of development among nations and communi-
ties. 
One other passage from Sollicitudo rei socialls illustrates and reve-
als the significance of actualization in the interpretation of Scripture: 
«In this peaceful commitment [to solidarity and to love of preferen-
ce for the poor], the sons and daughters of the Church must serve as exam-
ples and guides, for they are called upon, in conformity with the program-
me announced by Jesus himself in the synagogue at Nazareth, to "preach 
good news to the poor ... to proclaim release to the captives and recovering 
of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who are oppressed, to proclaim 
the acceptable year of the Lord" (Lk 4:18-19)» (SRS n. 47)."i 
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The Pope here is imitating the example of our Lord himself, who in 
the passage of Luke is actually making an "actualization" of the text of Is 
61:Iff. 1 1 2 The actualization of the words of Isaiah is shown by the solemn 
proclamation of Jesus that «today this scripture has been fulfilled in your 
hearing* (Lk 4:21). The Holy Father applies these words of Jesus to the 
Christian men and women of today, calling to mind their responsibility 
towards others. Thus, the words of Gospel of Luke are read not only as 
applying to our Lord, but also as a constant appeal to all of us to set about 
the task of building a better society, one wherein everybody helps the other 
and lives in solidarity with everyone.The context of the passage of Luke 
shows that Jesus accomplished the actualization of the words of Isaiah 
while preaching in the synagogue. Can we not find in this event of Jesus' 
life an example for the ministers of the word of God? It seems likely that 
the Holy Father is also imitating the procedure of Jesus in the synagogue. 
Just as the words of Jesus, "today this scripture has been fulfilled in your 
hearing", were proclaimed solemnly to the Jews in the synagogue, in the 
same way the social encyclicals can be considered as the Pope's solemn 
announcement of the Word of God to the people of today, when he pro-
claims in his capacity as the Vicar of Christ and the Successor of Peter the 
social doctrine of the Church. Priests are also called upon to preach the 
Word of God from the pulpit, especially in the Liturgy of the Eucharist. The 
example of the Pope could be seen as an invitation to realize the task of 
actualization especially in the preaching of the Word during Mass. 1 1 3 
As a summary of the Pope's manner of actualizing Scriptures based 
on the social doctrine of the Church, the following passage is full of signi-
ficance: 
«In this way, indeed the social doctrine of the Church has once more 
demonstrated its character as an application of the word of God to people's 
lives and the life of society, as well as to the earthly realities connected with 
them, offering "principles for reflection", "criteria of judgment" and "direc-
tives for action" (Libertatis Conscientia n. 72)» (SRS n. 8) . 1 1 4 
The actualization of Sacred Scripture carried out by the Pope is the 
result of the actualization of the Church's social doctrine. At the same time, 
the social doctrine of the Church is the relevant "application" and "actuali-
zation" of the word of God to the contemporary situations of mankind and 
society. Hence, the relationships existing between the Pope's social doctri-
ne and the Scriptures are mutual. What is important for the Holy Father is 
the proclamation of the faith, the process of making the mystery of Christ 
more explicit, in our case the proclamation of the social doctrine of the 
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Church at this juncture of history. It is only from this perspective that the 
Pope examines a number of crucial biblical texts which have some bearing 
on an essential point of social doctrine being considered. 
To sum up the procedure which the Pope utilizes in order to actuali-
ze the message of Sacred Scripture, the following statement of F. Dreyfus 
may be quoted: «Except for some rare cases, the Magisterium does not 
determine the original sense of a biblical text, but rather presents the rea-
lity, the mystery of which Scripture speaks. On the other hand, a more expli-
cit knowledge of the dimensions of this mystery produces a more profound 
intelligence of the biblical texts that served as the first written testimonies 
of this mystery. (...) It is principally in the actualization of the living Word 
of the mystery of Christ through whom the Church lives that the role of the 
Magisterium is exercised, thus indirectly allowing an actualization of the 
written word itself». 1 1 5 
Indeed, it can be said that in the analysis of the biblical texts, the 
Holy Father is accomplishing in his social encyclicals the guidelines given 
by DV n. 2 3 . ' 1 6 The Pope by means of his encyclicals is contributing to the 
realization of that day-to-day "profound understanding of the sacred 
Scriptures" by means of the actualization involved in the proclamation of 
the social doctrine of the Church. He inserts himself within the stream of 
Tradition which is also an important component of the means whereby 
Revelation can be known. In the final analysis, the Church, through the 
agency of her Pastors, particularly the Roman Pontiff, is assured of the 
assistance of the Holy Spirit, she is «taught by the Holy Spirit*, who is 
always present within the Church and will be so until the end of time. In 
proclaiming the doctrine of the Church in social matters, the Pope actuali-
zes the faith of the Church, and indirectly also actualizes the passages of 
Scripture of which he makes extensive use, thus showing that the Word of 
God is not limited only to the written text, but also to the Word of God pos-
sessed inwardly in the Church, namely Christ Himself. 
IV. SCRIPTURE AS THE "SOUL" OF THE ENCYCLICALS 
Now that the criteria given in DV n. 12 as well as the need for bibli-
cal actualization have already been discussed in relation to the way John 
Paul II puts them into practice in his social encyclicals, we shall now pass 
on to the final part of this work, wherein the biblical interpretation of the 
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Pope is seen to be following the important guidelines given by DV n. 24: 
«the "study of the sacred page" should be the soul of sacred theology*." 7 
These words of DV will now be the centre of our attention. They are meant 
to give specific orientations on how to carry out a truly Christian interpre-
tation of the Bible: a Christian exegesis of Sacred Scripture should be inti-
mately related to sacred theology, and conversely, theology should be con-
tinually nourished by Sacred Scripture. The social encyclicals of John Paul 
II are not considered, of course, as treatises on biblical exegesis. Their pur-
pose goes much more beyond a simple commentary on the biblical texts 
concerned about the social nature of man. Instead of belonging to the sphe-
re of biblical exegesis, the Pope himself affirms the following concerning 
the nature of the Church's social doctrine: 
«The Church's social doctrine (...) [is] the accurate formulation of 
the results of a careful reflection on the complex realities of human exis-
tence, in society and in the international order, in the light of faith and of 
the Church's tradition. Its main aim is to interpret these realities, determi-
ning their conformity with or divergence from the norms of the Gospel tea-
ching on man and his vocation, a vocation which is at once earthly and 
transcendent; its aim is thus to guide Christian behaviour. It therefore 
belongs to the field, not of ideology, but of theology and particularly of 
moral theology* (SRS n. 41)."« 
Thus, the Holy Father considers the social doctrine of the Church as 
part of theology, in particular of moral theology." 9 And thus if it belongs to 
sacred theology, according to DV n. 24, its "soul" should therefore be "the 
study of the sacred page". 1 2 0 The last section of the present chapter is pre-
cisely a study of how the Pope makes use of Sacred Scripture as the "soul" 
of the social doctrine in his social encyclicals. 
First of all, an important aspect of the Pope's social Magisterium 
should be noted. In his social encyclicals, many texts of Sacred Scripture 
abound without their presence being justified from the point of view of 
those readers who may not be even Christians at all or do not believe in the 
sacred character of the biblical texts. It should be remembered that the eny-
clicals are not only directed to Christians, but also to "all men of good will". 
Taking into account these readers, the most normal thing would be for the 
Pope to base his teachings principally on the norms of natural law, since this 
would be something that would oblige all men and women, whatever their 
religious beliefs may be. And yet, the Pope does not establish a clear divi-
sion between what pertains to Revelation on the one hand and what is the 
fruit of natural reason on the other, as if they were two totally different 
spheres. 1 2 1 In the Pope's Magisterium, the truths of Revelation —in our 
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case, the truths of Sacred Scripture— are a source of knowledge addressed 
to each and every man and woman, without any possibility of admitting a 
sort of dichotomy: «It seems that in his theological task, John Paul U works 
with the presupposition that the faith includes the profound rationality of 
man, so that Scripture does not have any necessity of jusitifying its rational 
character, even before non-believers, since the Revealed word contains wit-
hin itself the ultimate expression of rationality. (...) This manner of proce-
dure strengthens the theological status of the Church's social doctrine: the 
centre of focus is transferred, on the one hand, to Revelation, and on the 
other, to the consideration of reality*. 1 2 2 
All the foregoing means that the Pope does not have any difficulty 
at all in inserting not only biblical texts, but also biblical images in his 
social encyclicals. 1 2 3 He offers the richness of Sacred Scripture to all men, 
since the Holy Father is fully convinced that the words and images of the 
Bible have a meaning for all types of people, and that the sacred words of 
Scripture agree with the most profound aspirations of mankind. 1 2 4 The Bible 
thus becomes a sort of "inner impulse" or "support" which sustains the 
whole edifice of the doctrine being explained. In this sense, the invitation 
of the Second Vatican Council to use the "study of the sacred page" as the 
"soul" of sacred theology is an invitation to take up again the procedure of 
the Fathers of the Church in their use of the biblical texts, since they have 
always considered the Bible as the supreme source of any knowledge on 
faith and morals. 1 2 5 
And so now, we are in a position to discuss the Pope's particular 
manner of using Scripture as the "soul" of his social doctrine. One way by 
which this is done is by evoking in the reader's memory a biblical phrase or 
expression mentioned beforehand —and provided with the biblical referen-
ce— and then remembered all throughout the document, sometimes even 
without the biblical reference. The most perfect example of this is the 
expression "image of God", taken from Gen 1:26. This expression appears 
in all three social encyclicals, and is in a certain way a sign that the Pope 
bases mainly his social doctrine on the value and dignity of the human per-
son. The Church has always understood that man's dignity was made 
known to us by means of Divine Revelation, especially by means of this 
text of Genesis. The knowledge concerning man comes to the Church by 
means of Sacred Scripture, that is to say, by means of Divine Revelation, of 
which Scripture is an important instrument chosen by God. 1 2 7 The use of 
Scripture testifies to the fact that the social doctrine of the Church belongs 
to theology, 1 2 8 and in that way, Scripture becomes the "soul" of the social 
doctrine, since the latter is theology. 
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The expression "image of God" is found at the very beginning of 
LE: 
«Man is made to be in the visible universe an image and likeness of 
God himself (cfr. Gen l:26f.), and he is placed in it in order to subdue the 
earth (cfr. Gen 1:28)» (LE intr.). 
After this first appearance, the expression would be repeated in the 
same encyclical several times, two times with the biblical reference, 1 2 9 and 
the rest without any reference at all to Gen l:26f. Here are the texts without 
the biblical references: 
«Man is the image of God partly through the mandate received from 
his Creator to subdue, to dominate, the earth» (LE n. 4). 
«Man has to subdue the earth and dominate it, because as the "image 
of God" he is a person, that is to say, a subjective being capable of acting 
in a planned and rational way, capable of deciding about himself, and with 
a tendency to self-realization» (LE n. 6). 
«The word of God's revelation is profoundly marked by the funda-
mental truth that man, created in the image of God, shares by his work in 
the activity of the Creator, and that, within the limits of his own human 
capabilities, man in a sense continues to develop that activity, and perfects 
it as he advances further and further in the discovery of the resources and 
values contained in the whole of creation* (LE n. 25). 1 3 ( 1 
«The Book of Genesis expresses it in a truly penetrating manner: the 
original blessing of work contained in the very mystery of creation and con-
nected with man's elevation as the image of God is contrasted with the 
curse that sin brought with it...» (LE n. 27). 
From these texts, we can see that the Holy Father mentions the phra-
se "man, image of God" without bothering to put the biblical reference. He 
assumes that the reader is already so familiar with the phrase that it beco-
mes simply a part of the paragraph where the Pope is talking on a topic not 
bearing directly on man as the image of God. 
The same can be said concerning the Pope's second social encycli-
cal. The first appearance of the phrase occurs in chapter IV, where the Pope 
deals with authentic human development: 
«However, in trying to achieve true development we must never lose 
sight of that dimension which is in the specific nature of man, who has been 
created by God in his image and likeness (cfr. Gen 1:26)» (SRS n. 29). 
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The phrase is then repeated even more times than in LE, with only 
two of them having the biblical reference to Gen 1:26.131 The rest of the 
texts where the phrase appears are the following: 
«But at the same time man must remain subject to the will of God, 
who imposes limits upon his use and dominion over things (cfr. Gen 2:16-
17), just as he promises him immortality (cfr. Gen 2:9; Wis 2:23). Thus 
man, being the image of God, has a true affinity with him too» (SRS n. 29). 
«The fact is that man was not created, so to speak, immobile and sta-
tic. The first portrayal of him, as given in the Bible, certainly presents him 
as a creature and image, defined in his deepest reality by the origin and affi-
nity that constitute him» (SRS n .30). 
«When man disobeys God and refuses to submit to his rule, nature 
rebels against him and no longer recognises him as its "master", for he has 
tarnished the divine image in himself» (SRS n. 30). 
«The story of the human race described by Sacred Scripture is, even 
after the fall into sin, a story of constant achievements, which, although 
always called into question and threatened by sin, are nonetheless repeated, 
increased and extended in response to the divine vocation given from the 
beginning to man and to woman (cfr. Gen 1:26-28) and inscribed in the 
image which they received* (SRS n. 30). 
«A part of this divine plan, which begins from eternity in Christ, the 
perfect "image" of the Father, and which culminates in him, "the firstborn 
from the dead" (Col 1:18), is our own history, marked by our personal and 
collective effort to raise up the human condition and to overcome the obs-
tacles which are continually arising along our way» (SRS n. 31) 
«Furthermore the Christian who is taught to see that man is the 
image of God, called to share in the truth and the good which is God him-
self, does not understand a commitment to development and its application 
which excludes regard and respect for the unique dignity of this "image"» 
(SRS n. 33). 
«One's neighbour is then not only a human being with his or her 
own rights and a fundamental equality with everyone else, but becomes the 
living image of God the Father, redeemed by the blood of Jesus Christ, and 
placed under the permanent action of the Holy Spirit* (SRS n. 40). 
«The Church has confidence also in man, though she knows the evil 
of which he is capable. For she well knows that —in spite of the heritage of 
sin, and the sin which each one is capable of committing— there exist in the 
human person sufficient qualities and energies, a fundamental "goodness" 
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(cfr. Gen 1:31), because he is the image of the creator, placed under the 
redemptive influence of Christ (...) » (SRS n. 47). 
«I wish to appeal with simplicity and humility to everyone, to all 
men and women without exception. I wish to ask them (...) to implement 
(...) the measures inspired by solidarity and love of preference for the poor. 
This is what is demanded by the present moment and above all by the very 
dignity of the human person, the indestructible image of God the Creator, 
which is identical in each one of us» (SRS n. 47). 
Finally, the encyclical Centesiinus annus also mentions the phrase 
two times: 
«From this point forward it will be necessary to keep in mind that the 
main thread and, in a certain sense, the guiding principle of Pope Leo's 
Encyclical, and of all of the Church's social doctrine, is a correct view of 
the human person and of his unique value, inasmuch as "man (...) is the 
only creature on earth which God willed for itself" {Gaudium etSpes n. 24). 
God has imprinted his own image and likeness on man (cfr. Gen 1:26), con-
ferring upon him an incomparable dignity, as the Encyclical frequently 
insists* (CA n. 11). 
«An important, even decisive, contribution was made by the 
Church's commitment to defend and promote human rights. In situations 
strongly influenced by ideology, in which polarization obscured the aware-
ness of a human dignity common to all, the Church affirmed clearly and for-
cefully that every individual —whatever his or her personal convictions— 
bears the image of God and therefore deserves respect* (CA n. 22). 
The texts cited above show that the biblical phrase "man, image of 
God" expresses the truth about man given to us by Divine Revelation as 
contained in Scriptures, especially the book of Genesis. This truth about 
man 1 3 2 is so important for the Pope's exposition of the social doctrine that 
he repeatedly makes use of the phrase "image of God" in the discussion of 
the various topics involved in the encyclicals. In some cases, he makes refe-
rence to the biblical text of Gen 1:26f., in others, he simply puts the phrase 
between quotation marks in order to bring out the special character of the 
expression. At times, the Pope omits the quotation marks altogether, thus 
considering the phrase "image of God" as one which the readers already 
know well enough to recognize its special meaning. In this way, the lan-
guage of Sacred Scripture permeates the social encyclicals and becomes the 
driving force or "inner impulse", or in other words, the "soul" of the papal 
documents, since it provides a vitality to the exposition and renders the 
explanation of the Pope more adequate to the demands of Christian revela-
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tion. The Holy Father makes use of biblical expressions such as "image of 
God" in order to bring out the theological character of the Church's social 
doctrine. At the same time, the language of Sacred Scripture lends a sort of 
vividness and vitality to the Pope's statements, at times bringing out some 
aspects which have not been emphasized before. 
Another biblical phrase which appears quite often in the encyclicals 
is "the new and the old", taken from Mt 13:52: «Therefore every scribe who 
has been trained for the kingdom of heaven is like a householder who brings 
out of his treasure what is new and what is old». 1 3 3 The phrase appears with 
its corresponding biblical reference only two times in the social encyclicals: 
«The present reflections on work are not intended to follow a diffe-
rent line, but rather to be in organic connection with the whole tradition of 
this teaching and activity. At the same time, however, I am making them, 
according to the indication in the Gospel, in order to bring out from the heri-
tage of the Gospel "what is new and what is old" (cfr. Mt 13:52)» (LE n. 
2). 
«Like Pope Leo and the Popes before and after him, I take my inspi-
ration from the Gospel image of "the scribe who has been trained for the 
kingdom of heaven", whom the Lord compares to "a householder who 
brings out of his treasure what is new and what is old" (Mt 13:52)» (CA n. 
3). 
Here are the other passages in which the phrase appears but without 
its corresponding biblical reference: 
«In work, thanks to the light that penetrates us from the Resurrection 
of Christ, we always find a glimmer of new life, of the new good, as if it 
were an announcement of "the new heavens and the new earth" (cfr. 2 Pet 
3:13; Rev 21:1) in which man and the world participate precisely through 
the toil that goes with work» (LE n. 27). 
«This twofold dimension is typical of her [the Church's] teaching in 
the social sphere. On the one hand it is constant, for it remains identical in 
its fundamental inspiration (...). On the other hand, it is ever new, because 
it is subject to the necessary and opportune adaptations suggested by the 
changes in historical conditions and by the unceasing flow of the events 
which are the setting of the life of people and society* (SRS n. 3). 
«The treasure is the great outpouring of the Church's Tradition, 
which contains "what is old" —received and passed on from the very begin-
ning— and which enables us to interpret the "new things" in the midst of 
which the life of the Church and the world unfolds» (CA n. 3). 
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«The "new things" to which the Pope devoted his attention were 
anything but positive. The first paragraph of the Encyclical describes in 
strong terms the "new thing" (rerum novarum) which gave it its name (...)» 
(CA n. 5). 
«In the light of today's "new things", we have re-read the relations-
hip between individual or private property and the universal destination of 
material wealth» (CA n. 43). 
«In every age the true and perennial "newness of things" comes from 
the infinite power of God, who says; "Behold, I make all things new" (Rev 
21:5). (...) But the Christian well knows that the newness which we await in 
its fulness at the Lord's second coming has been present since the creation 
of the world, and in a special way since the time when God became man in 
Jesus Christ and brought about a "new creation" with him and through him 
(2 Cor 5:17; Gal 6:15)» (CA n. 62). 
As can be seen from the texts above, the Holy Father uses the phra-
se "the new and the old" to designate the nature of the Church's social doc-
trine, which is at the same time old and new, old because of its faithfulness 
to the Church's Tradition, new because of its continual adaptation to the 
needs of contemporary man and society. The biblical phrase is used by the 
Pope to emphasize these two aspects of the Magisterium's social doctrine 
throughout the centuries. The Holy Father also points towards the final ful-
fillment of the Church in the final stages of history, when all creation beco-
mes new again. There, the "newness" of the Church's doctrine will have its 
perfect fulfillment. 
The use of Sacred Scripture as the "soul" of the Pope's discourse on 
social doctrine is not only evident in phrases like "image of God" or "the 
new and the old", but also in whole biblical themes. Such is the case with 
the theme of Creation, evidently based on the book of Genesis. The Holy 
Father himself affirms that this biblical theme runs through the whole of his 
first encyclical: 
«In every phase of the development of his work man comes up 
against the leading role of the gift made by "nature", that is to say, in the 
final analysis, by the Creator. At the beginning of man's work is the mys-
tery of creation. This affirmation, already indicated as my starting point, is 
the guiding thread of this document, and will be further developed in the 
last part of these reflections* (LE n. 12). 1 3 4 
As we have seen in the discussion on the phrase "image of God", the 
theme of man's creation as God's image is present through the whole ency-
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clical. It is an example of how a biblical theme used by the Pope runs 
through the whole exposition of the Holy Father's doctrine on work. The 
Pope says that the mystery of creation is the "guiding thread" of the docu-
ment, which is really equivalent to saying that the biblical passages on cre-
ation are the guiding thread of the document, or —as can be seen from the 
discussion above— the "soul", since the Church derives its doctrine on cre-
ation from Sacred Scripture. 
V . FINAL SYNTHESIS OF THE POPE'S CHRISTIAN EXEGESIS 
In this chapter, we have discussed the Pope's own manner of carr-
ying out a Christian exegesis of the biblical texts. In the summary that will 
now be given of all the points discussed, we can see that what the Holy 
Father has done is to interpret Sacred Scripture in the light of the Catholic 
doctrine concerning biblical hermeneutics. 
1. The first requirement of a truly Christian exegesis of the Bible is 
the recognition of Scripture's character as a document written in the past by 
different authors with their own respective mentalities and cultures. This 
means that biblical language and literary forms —including symbols— 
should be taken into account in any type of Christian hermeneutics of the 
Bible, and in order to accomplish this aim, use must be made of the histo-
rico-critical methods. All the different literary forms and biblical expres-
sions found in the Bible express profound truths about God, about man in 
his relationship with God and his fellowman, and about the world where 
man lives. These truths always remain the same and are valid for all people 
of all times, while their literary expression may vary depending on the his-
torical and cultural context in which they were written. The truths that 
underlie the biblical texts also provide the reason why the Pope makes refe-
rence again and again to Sacred Scripture: he is trying to tell us that the 
whole salvific message of our faith is contained in the Bible. In order to 
arrive at this salvific nucleus of Sacred Scripture, the Holy Father authori-
zes and even makes use of the results of historical-critical studies concer-
ning biblical language and forms. 
2. Having recognized the need for a truly scientific understanding of 
the historical character of Sacred Scripture, the Holy Father goes on to emp-
hasize the fact that the Bible is the inspired Word of God, that it has God 
for its author, and that therefore it has to be interpreted according to these 
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essential characteristics of the written Word of God. We have seen that the 
Holy Father follows the directives given by the important n. 12 of DV, in 
which the different principles for Christian exegesis are set forth: the inter-
pretation of Scriptures in the Spirit; the unity of the entire Sacred Scripture; 
the living Tradition of the whole Church; and the analogy of the faith. 
a) The interpretation of Scriptures in the same Spirit in which it was 
written is a recognition of the inspired character of the Bible: it is the Holy 
Spirit himself who inspires the words of Scripture. Hence, the words of the 
Bible must be received with full respect and docility, letting its message 
penetrate into our intellect and will. The Pope adopts this attitude in his 
interpretation of the biblical texts by repeatedly mentioning the divine cha-
racter of the Bible and by emphasizing the need to make the living and prac-
tical efficacy of Scripture relevant to contemporary men and women. The 
Pope is confident that the same Spirit who inspired the hagiographers is still 
at work at this moment of history. Thus he tries to enlighten contemporary 
man by bringing out the salvific and actualized message of Scripture, espe-
cially in the texts of Genesis. 
b) The books of Sacred Scripture —both the Old and the New 
Testament— form a unity, and their center is Christ. This fact enables the 
Holy Father to quote different books of the Bible to support a particular 
doctrine in social matters. The central importance of Christ in Scriptures is 
brought out by the Holy Father in his discussion on work: the vocation of 
man to work as described in Genesis is brought into completion in the 
Gospels of the New Testament, since Christ himself took upon his shoul-
ders the burden of work in a spirit of sacrifice and with a view to our 
redemption. 
c) The role of the living Tradition of the Church in the interpretation 
of Sacred Scripture is understood by the Pope as the right of the 
Magisterium to conserve and at the same time to transmit and transform the 
Bible's statements concerning man and society, in such a way that satisfac-
tory answers can be given to the questions raised by contemporary men and 
women. The Pope does this —especially in LE— with respect to work, 
understood as something fundamental in the Church's social doctrine at this 
critical moment of the twentieth century. And so, sacred Scripture should 
be interpreted in the light of the living Tradition of the Church, since 
Tradition is alive and in keeping with the times, although always built upon 
the foundation laid down by Sacred Scripture. 
d) The analogy of the faith expresses the close relationship which 
exists between the truths of the faith and the truths of Sacred Scripture. The 
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Pope uses this principle when he provides Scriptural evidence to the doctri-
nal points he makes in the social encyclicals, and when he interprets 
Scripture in the light of the changes taking place in the world and society as 
described in the encyclicals and in other documents of the Church's 
Tradition. 
3. The Pope submits the statements of Scripture to a certain kind of 
"actualization" that is adequate to the needs of modern man and society. 
Since the Holy Father is dealing with the social doctrine of the Church, 
"actualization" takes the form of a comparison of the texts of Sacred 
Scripture to the situation of modern man. Moreover, the Pope actualizes 
Scripture in an indirect manner by actualizing the social doctrine of the 
Church: for example, in assigning a fundamental role to man's dignity and 
to work in his social doctrine, the Pope actualizes the texts of Scripture — 
especially the texts of the creation account in Genesis— which make refe-
rence to man's dignity as created in the "image of God" (Gen 1:26) and to 
work as the means provided by God in order to "subdue" the earth (Gen 
1:28). 
4. The pervading presence of Sacred Scripture is so evident in the 
social encyclicals that in a certain sense, the texts of the Bible can be con-
sidered as the "soul" of the Pope's exposition of contemporary social doc-
trine. Biblical expressions like "image of God" (Gen 1:26) and "the new 
and the old" (Mt 13:52) recur all throughout the encyclical texts sometimes 
even without any biblical reference attached, thus providing a sort of inner 
structure which runs through the whole document. The biblical theme of 
Creation serves as the "guiding thread" of the Pope's encyclical Laborem 
exercens on work. All these features of the Pope's social encyclicals high-
light and confirm the recommendation of DV n. 24 that the "study of the 
Sacred Page" should be the very "soul of Sacred Theology." This can be 
applied to the social doctrine of the Church, since thé Pope affirms that the 
social doctrine of the Church belongs to the field of "theology and particu-
larly of moral theology" (SRS n. 41). 

NOTES 
1. The relevance of Pope John Paul IPs social encyclicals can be seen in the 
numerous publications which have appeared in these last fifteen years. To 
enumerate them all would take up an enormous amount of space. However, 
we cannot omit making reference to an interesting group of commentaries on 
the three social encyclicals published in Spain and which reflects the positive 
appreciation which many experts on the Church's social doctrine have shown 
towards the initiative of the Holy Father. We are referring to the following 
three commentaries, each one dedicated to a particular social encyclical of the 
Pope: F. FERNÁNDEZ-RODRÍGUEZ (coord.), Estudios sobre la Encíclica 
"Laborem exercens", Madrid 1987; IDEM, Estudios sobre la Encíclica 
"Sollicitudo rei socialis", Madrid 1990; ÍDEM, Estudios sobre la Encíclica 
"Centesimus annus", Madrid 1992. 
2. «For men and women today, the manner in which biblical texts are interpre-
ted has immediate consequences for their personal and community relations-
hip with God, and is also closely connected with the Church's mission. A vital 
problem is at issue and deserves all your attention* (JOHN PAUL II, Audience 
on the Interpretation of the Bible in the Church, 23-IV-1993, in 
«L'Osservatore Romano», weekly edition in English, 28-IV-1993, pp. 3-6). 
3. In an article dedicated to a study of how Sacred Scripture is used in the recent 
Catechism of the Catholic Church, G. Aranda says the following: «La forma, 
por ejemplo, en que el Papa Juan Pablo II utiliza en algunos de sus documen-
tos pasajes de la Escritura, presentando desarrollos actualizadores de su con-
tenido, es otro modo de operar con los mismos criterios hermenéuticos. Y 
existen ciertamente otras formas que, por la preparación técnica y teológica 
que requieren, habrán de ser cultivadas especialmente por los exegetas» (G. 
ARANDA, La Sagrada Escritura en el Catecismo de la Iglesia Católica, in 
ScrTh 25 [1993] 509). The author of the article points to the actualization of 
Scriptural content as one of the ways by which the Pope uses biblical passa-
ges. We will see this later on when we talk about the actualization of the 
Bible. 
4. These norms issued by Pope John Paul II are taken from the English transla-
tion of the General Audience in the English edition of «L'Osservatore 
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Romano», 6-VI-1985. A Spanish translation can also be found in the Spanish 
weekly edition of the same newspaper, 6-VI-1985, p. 3. 
5. The text of the address, originally given in French, —from now on cited as 
Address on Biblical Interpretation— can be found in the weekly edition in 
English of «L'Osservatore Romano», 28-IV-1993, pp. 3-6. Cfr. note 2 of this 
chapter. The address is also published by the Libreria Editrice Vaticana in the 
book which contains English translation of the recent document of the 
Pontifical Biblical Commission: The Interpretation of the Bible in the 
Church, Rome 1993, pp. 7-21. 
6. The expression "Christian exegesis" is not free from certain difficulties accor-
ding to some exegetes. For an illuminating view on the legitimacy of such an 
expression, see H. WEDER, Zum Problem einer "christlichen Exegese", in 
NTS 27 (1981) 64-82. He gives two reasons why he uses this expression and 
agrees with it: first of all, the majority of those who do exegesis are 
Christians, and secondly, the fact that most exegetes are Christians make them 
study Sacred Scriptures from a Christian point of view, and in a special man-
ner for Catholics, from the point of view of the Christian dogma of faith. 
7. «Ad hagiographorum intentionem eruendam inter alia edam genera litteraria 
respicienda sunt» (DV n. 12) (COD, p. 976). 
8. «Ecclesia iam in prioribus paginis libri Genesis fontem reperit et causam cur 
sibi persuadeat laborem esse primariam quandam vitae humanae rationem in 
terra. Horum locorum perscrutatio nos conscios reddit in iis —licet interdum 
modo pervetusto cogitata proferendi— veritates fundamentales de homine 
esse enuntiatas, iam in ipso contextu verborum, quibus mysterium creationis 
narratur»: AAS 73 (1981) 584-585. As a general rule, we are going to set 
down the original Latin texts in the endnotes as an aid to clarify the exact 
meaning of the Pope's statements in his encyclicals. 
9. The relationship which exists between the literary expression and the truth 
expressed by the literary form is a reflection of the healthy harmony which 
should exist between human sciences, on the one hand, and the more pro-
found study of Christian faith, namely theology, on the other. In an article 
written to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of DV, A. Bonora deplo-
res the supposed conflict between the two spheres: «Ebbene, la fede non sup-
plisce la 'scienza', ma nemmeno la turba né costituisce un'interferenza inde-
bita né la mortifica con pregiudizi, anzi assume o porta in sé ogni ambito della 
ricerca umana, naturalmente sottoponendolo alla sua critica. Sul presupposto 
della razionalità della fede, è la stessa teologia che esige il ricorso a tutte le 
scienze umane» (A. BONORA, Vent 'anni dopo la costituzione dogmatica Dei 
Verbum: il metodo esegetico (critica e teologia), in «Teologia» 10 [1985] 
290). 
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10. «Aliter enim atque aliter verkäs in textibus vario modo historiéis, vel prophe-
ticis, vel poeticis, vel in aliis dicendi generibus proponitur et exprimitur. 
Oportet porro ut interpres sensum inquirat, quem in determinatis adiunctis 
hagiographus, pro sui temporis et suae culturae conditione, ope generum lit-
terarium illo tempore adhibitorum exprimere intenderit et expresserit» (DV n. 
12: COD, p. 976). 
11. The recent Document of the Pontifical Biblical Commission echoes the same 
concern of the Holy Father: «The early confrontation between traditional exe-
gesis and the scientific approach, which initially consciously separated itself 
from faith and at times even opposed it, was assuredly painful; later however 
it proved to be salutary: once the method was freed from external prejudices, 
it led to a more precise understanding of the truth of Sacred Scripture (cfr. Dei 
Verbum n. 12). According to Divino Afflante Spiritu, the search for the literal 
sense of Scripture is an essential task of exegesis and, in order to fulfill this 
task, it is necessary to determine the literary genre of texts (cfr. EnchBib n. 
560), something which the historical-critical method helps to achieve» 
(PONTIFICAL BIBLICAL COMMISSION, The Interpretation of the Bible in the 
Church, o.e., p. 39). 
12. «Wahrheit ist nach der Bibel kein menschlicher Gedanke oder eine menschli-
che Überzeugung, sondern Gottes offenbartes Wort, das durch prophetisch 
inspirierte Menschen laut wird. (...) Der griechische philosophische 
Wahrheitsbegriff enthält die Auffassung der menschlichen Vernunft vom 
Dasein der Welt und des Menschen. Die Bible verkündigt als Wahrheit Gottes 
offenbartes Wort, Fleisch geworden in Jesus Christus» (Y. ALANEN, Das 
Wahrheitsproblem in der Bible und in der griechischen Philosopie, in 
«Kerygma und Dogma» 3 [1957] 233). 
13. «Cum is, factus "ad imaginem Dei... masculus et femina" (cfr. Gen 1,27), 
haec verba audit: "Crescite et multiplicamini et replete terram et subicite 
earn" (Gen 1,28), ea dicta —quamvis non proxime et expresse ad laborem 
referantur— oblique, omni sublata dubitatione, eum significant quasi nativi-
tatem in mundo exsequendam: quin immo reconditam eius essentiam osten-
dunt»: AAS 73 (1981) 585. 
14. A very particular use of this verb is that which refers to the meaning of "to 
fulfill", used with the noun "day"; thus Gen 25:24, 50:3; Lev 8:33, 12:4; 2 
Sam 7:12. 
15. In Mic 7:19, there is a special sense of the verb: "subdue" or "tread" the ini-
quities and sins of the people. Cfr. S. WAGNER, to, in ThWAT IV (1984) 
cols. 54-60. 
16. «Cum primum caput Sacrorum Bibliorum legentes docemur nomini terram 
esse subiciendam, novimus sane ea verba ad omnes copias referri, quas mun-
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dus aspectabilis complexu suo coercet et continet ut praesto sint homini. 
Attamen hae copiae ei nequeunt inservire nisi per laborem»: AAS 73 ( 1981 ) 
606. The phrase «quas mundus aspectabilis complexu suo coercet et conti-
net», translated in the usual English versions as «contained in the visible 
world», can be more literally translated as «which the visible world encloses 
and contains within its grasp». 
17. «Non replere terram solummodo iubetur homo, sed eandem subiicere totam-
que in suos usus convertere» (F. DE HUMMELAUER, Commentarius in 
Genesim, in R. CORNELY ET ALS. [eds.], Cursus Scripturae Sacrae: 
Commentarii in Vetus Testamentum, vol. I, Paris 1908, p. 112). 
18. «Divinae Revelationis verbis penitus est inserta haec praecipua Veritas: homi-
nem, ad Dei factum imaginem, per laborem suum participare Creatoris opus 
ac secundum proprias facultates quodammodo pergere illud exsequi opus ac 
perficere, dum magis comperiat opes et bona conclusa in tota creatura. Hoc 
verum detegimus iam in primis Sacrarum Litterarum initiis, in libro videlicet 
Genesis, ubi ipsum creationis opus exhibetur sub specie alicuius "laboris" a 
Deo "sex diebus" (cfr. Gen 2:2; Ex 20:8,11; Dt 5:12-14) completi ut "requies-
ceret" septimo die (cfr. Gen 2:3)»: AAS 73 (1981) 638. 
19. «Divinae Revelationis verbis penitus est inserta haec praecipua veritas»: Ibid. 
20. The Latin original, quoted in the preceding footnote, has the following: «sub 
specie alicuius "laboris" a Deo "sex diebus" completi ut "requiesceret" septi-
mo die». The Latin word translated as "form" in the English version used 
above is "species", which can mean "form", "representation", "appearance" , 
"kind" and other related concepts. By the context, we can see that there is a 
sort of "re-presentation" or "literary creation" involved in the concept of cre-
ation activity, in a way which is different from merely saying that "God cre-
ated the whole universe", which could serve as the summary of the whole cre-
ation account. In narrating the creation of the universe by God as a "work" 
done in six days, the inspired author of Genesis bestows upon the fundamen-
tal truth that "God is the Creator of the universe" a certain expressiveness and 
richness in meaning, and at the same time makes it accessible to the very con-
crete mentality of the Hebrew readers of the Genesis text. 
21. «Haec creationis descriptio, quam in primo iam capite libri Genesis inveni-
mus, quadamtenus primum est "evangelium laboris". Nam ipsa profecto 
demonstrat qua in re dignitas eius consistât: docet enim hominem operando 
Deum imitali debere Effectorem suum, cum gerat in se ipse solus singularem 
nane rationem similitudinis cum Ilio»: AAS 73 (1981) 639. 
22. «Apostoli Gentium instituta —ut patet— prae se summum ferunt pondus ac 
veluti vim cardinis habent pro morali doctrina ac spiritualitate laboris huma-
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ni. Praestans enim sunt complementum illius magni tametsi simplicis modes-
tique "evangelii laboris", quod in vita offendimus parabolisque Christi, in iis 
scilicet, quae ipse "fecit et docuit" (Acts l,l)»:o.c, p. 643. 
23. «Lo que ellos [los Apóstoles] predicaban o "pregonaban" eran sentencias 
sueltas, parábolas, discusiones y milagros de Jesús, y, señaladamente, su 
muerte y resurrección. La colección de estos fragmentos y de los marcos que 
los encuadraron en un todo, que difiere fuertemente en cada evangelista, sólo 
vinieron cuando se tuvo interés en consignar por escrito el evangelio a fin de 
poner de manifiesto el mensaje sobre Jesucristo. Los evangelios que se nos 
han conservado nos permiten reconocer aún claramente este origen. Él deter-
mina también su forma literaria, que veda insertarlos en ningún género litera-
rio de los que circularon entre griegos o judíos» (J. SCHMID, Evangelio, in J. 
B. BAUER [ed.], Diccionario de teología bíblica, Barcelona 1967, col. 381). 
24. «En el Nuevo Testamento el término no designa nunca un texto o género lite-
rario. Fue durante el siglo segundo, quizá debido a la presencia de la palabra 
en el primer versículo de Marcos y como consecuencia del uso de los títulos 
para designarlos (por ejemplo, tò euaggélion katá Márkon) cuando el térmi-
no vino a significar cada uno de los textos sobre Jesús» (B. STANDAERT, 
Evangelio, in CENTRO: INFORMÁTICA Y BIBLIA (ABADÍA DE MAREDSOUS) (dir.), 
Diccionario enciclopédico de la Biblia, Barcelona 1993, p. 573). 
25. «Porro in parabolis suis de Regno Dei Iesus Christus constanter appellai labo-
rem humanum»: AAS 73 (1981) 642. 
26. «Evangelii parabola de herba bona ac zizaniis (cfr. Mt 13,24-30.36-43) lucu-
lenter docet Dei esse solius sodales Regni et sodales Maligni segregare tale-
que iudicium ad temporum finem esse eventurum»: AAS 83 (1991) 824. 
27. «Haec Christi praecepta de opere, quae exemplo vitae propriae innituntur per 
annos in civitate Nazareth transactae, egregie repetuntur tamquam vocis qua-
dam imagine in Paulì Apostoli doctrina. Gloriabatur enim se muñere in suo 
elaborare (ut veri est simile, tentoria fabricabatur, cfr. Act 18,3), eamque ob 
causam posse etiam apostolum sola industria sua victum sibi quaeritare (cfr. 
Act 20,34s.). "Neque gratis panem manducavimus ab aliquo, sed in labore et 
fatigatione, nocte et die operantes, ne quem vestrum gravaremus" (2 Thes 
3,8). Hinc sane profluunt institutiones eius de argumento laboris, quae indo-
lem habent cohortationis atque mandati»: AAS 73 (1981) 642-643. 
28. «Historia Immani generis, quae in Libris Sacris delineatur, etiam post ipsum 
hominis lapsum historia est frecuentium rerum peractarum, quae, semper in 
contentionem et in periculum ob peccatum revocatae, iterantur et excutiuntur 
ac diffunduntur velut responsum divinae datum vocationi principio iam viro 
ac mulieri traditae (cfr. Gen 1,26-28), eidem vocationi, quae similitudini a 
viro ac muliere receptae est insita»: AAS 80 (1988) 552. 
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29. «Modus, quem inde a principio ipse Creator homini imposuit quique symbo-
lica ratione exprimitur per interdictionem "comedendi de ligno" (cfr. Gen 
2,16-17), satis clare ostendit in universitate naturae visibilis et elementorum, 
ex quibus constat "cosmus", nos legibus esse subiectos, non solum biologicis, 
verum etiam moralibus, quae impune violari nequeunt»: A AS 80 (1988) 560. 
A more literal translation of the passage would go like this: «The limitation 
which the Creator himself imposed on man from the beginning and which is 
expressed in a symbolical manner by the prohibition not to "eat of the fruit of 
the tree" (cfr. Gen 2:16-17), shows clearly enough that before the whole of 
visible nature and of the elements which constitute the "cosmos", we are sub-
ject not only to biological laws but also to moral ones, which cannot be vio-
lated with impunity». The phrase «before the whole of visible nature and of 
the elements which constitute the "cosmos"» more clearly expresses what the 
Pope means by "to eat of the fruit of the tree" than «when it comes to the natu-
ral world». The "fruit of the tree" is the symbol not only of the natural world 
as such, but rather of the "visible" natural world and likewise of all the ele-
ments which are part of the whole cosmos. The official Spanish translation 
suffers from the same defect as the English version: the whole phrase «in uni-
versitate naturae visibilis et elementorum, ex quibus constat "cosmus"» is 
simply translated as «ante la naturaleza visible»: cfr. JUAN PABLO II, Carta 
Enc. Sollicitudo rei socialis, Madrid 1988, p. 62. 
30. «Quod ad christianos attinet, sicut et ad omnes, qui vocis "peccati" expres-
sam significationem theologicam agnoscunt, mutatio rationis vivendi et men-
tis vel modi, quo quis est, sermone biblico vocatur "conversio" (cfr. Mc 1,15; 
Lc 13,35; Is 30,15). Haec conversio indicat proprie necessitudinem cum Deo, 
cum culpa commissa cumque eius exitibus, et ideo cum proximo, turn perso-
na, turn communitate»: AAS 80 (1988) 565. 
31. This is the translation of the Revised Standard Version. Another version could 
be the following: "In repentance and rest you shall be saved." The female 
noun subdh only occurs once in all the Hebrew Bible. Derived from the verb 
s"ub the term —used in a theological context— can both be translated "repen-
tance" or "conversion" and a "returning" to God. The second version, "retur-
ning", emphasizes better the "movement" involved in the process of conver-
sion. Cfr. F . BROWN - S. R. DRIVER - C. A. BRIGGS, A Hebrew and English 
Lexicon of the Old Testament, Oxford 1962, p. 1000: retirement, withdrawal 
(from war, etc., cfr. Mic 2:8)»; F. ZORELL (ed.), Lexicon Hebraicum Veteris 
Testamenti, Rome 1984, p. 827: «reversio ad Deum, conversio (Isa 30,15)»; 
L. KOEHLER - W. BAUMGARTNER (eds.), Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros, 
Leiden 1958, p. 954: «Umkehr, coming back (Isa 30,15)»; and H. J. FABRY ET 
ALS., y«i, in ThWAT VII (1993) col. 1136: rnitf (Jes 30,15) steht in einem the-
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ologischen Kontext, in dem —vom Propheten selbst propagierte— Umkehr 
ihren Platz hat». 
32. The doctrinal interpretation of Scripture, that is to say, the use of Scripture to 
support and prove by means of the so-called dicta probanda the dogmas of 
faith, is still a necessity for the Church today. The literary criticism of the 
varied literary forms present in the Bible may help to discover the doctrinal 
and "dogmatical" richness contained in biblical language: «Tel est le statut 
théologique de la critique littéraire en exégèse: elle n'a pas seulement pour 
but d'écarter les objections soulevées contre la Bible, quoiqu'elle puisse le 
faire à l'occasion; elle participe aussi positivement à l'interprétation doctri-
nale de l'Écriture, puisque le sens voulu par les auteurs sacrés était toujours 
explicitement théologique» (P. GRELOT, L'inspiration de l'Écriture et son 
interprétation [On chap. III of DV], in B. D. DuPUY [ed.], La Révélation divi-
ne, vol. 2, Paris 1968, p. 374). 
33. Cfr. R. GUARDINI, Sacra Scrittura e scienza della fede (German original: 
Heilige Schrift und Glaubenswissenschaft, in «Die Schildgenossen» 8 [1928] 
24-57), in L. PACOMIO (ed.), L'esegesi cristiana oggi, Casale Monferrato 
1991, pp. 45-91: «La natura propria del testo sacro resta esclusa nel senso 
stretto della parola finché manca l'atteggiamento confacente, la fede. Chi con-
sidera il testo sacro dal mero punto di vista storico, non vede affatto l'ogget-
to vero e proprio. Vede solo fenomeni esteriori, contesti psicologici, parole 
con vario significato filologico e culturale» (p. 71). 
34. For a complete theological and historical discussion of the principle "inter-
pretation of Sacred Scripture in the Spirit", cfr. the excellent study of M. A. 
MOLINA PALMA, La interpretación de la Escritura en el Espíritu. Estudio his-
tórico y teológico de un principio hermeneútico de la Constitución «Dei 
Verbum» 12, Burgos 1987, also published entirely in «Burgense» 27 (1986) 
345-569. Cfr. also D. BARSOTTI, Sacra Scriptura eodem Spiritu quo scripta 
est etiam legenda et interpretanda (Dei Verbum 12), in Costituzione 
Conciliare Dei Verbum (Atti della X X Settimana Biblica), Brescia 1970, pp. 
301-320; D. P. FULLER, The Holy Spirit's Role in Biblical Interpretation, in 
W. W. GASQUE ET ALS. (eds.), Scripture, Tradition and Interpretation: Essays 
presented to Everett P. Harrison, Grand Rapids 1978, pp. 189-198; R. B. 
ZUCK, The Role of the Holy Spirit in Hermeneutics, in «Bibliotheca Sacra» 
141 (1984) 12-130; I. DE LA POTTERIE, L'interprétation de la Sainte Écriture 
dans l'esprit où elle a été écrite (DV 12:3), in R. LATOURELLE (ed.), Vatican 
II: Bilan et Perspectives. Vingt-cinq ans après (1962-1987), vol. I, Montréal-
Paris 1988, pp. 223-276; IDEM, Il Concilio Vaticano II e la Bibbia, in 
L'esegesi cristiana oggi, o.e., pp. 19-42, in particular pp. 36-39; and P.-M. 
BEAUDE, Sens de l'Écriture: De «Divino Afflante Spiritu» à nos jours, in DBS 
XII (1993) cols. 514-536. 
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35 . «La Constitución dogmática sobre la Revelación divina del Concilio 
Vaticano II aborda el tema de la interpretación de la Escritura inmediatamen-
te después de haber tratado el de su inspiración; es más, inspiración e inter-
pretación del texto sagrado constituyen el tema de un solo capítulo de la 
Constitución, el tercero. Y en el centro de este capítulo tercero, una frase vin-
cula orgánicamente la tarea exegética a la índole inspirada del texto bíblico: 
Sacra Scriptura eodem Spiritu quo scripta est etiam legenda et interpretando 
est (DV 12, 3 )» (M. A. MOLINA PALMA, La interpretación de la Escritura en 
el Espíritu, o.c, p. 26). 
36. «Itaque cum sibi ipse conscious esset "semper in exponendis Scripturis Sanc-
tis Spiritus Dei indigere nos adventu" (In Mich. 1,10-15: PL 25 , 1159B) et 
non aliter Scripturam esse legendam et intelligendam "quam sensus Spiritus 
Sancti flagitat, quo conscripta est" (In Gal. 5 , 1 9 - 2 1 : PL 26,445A), sanctissi-
mus vir Dei opem et Paracliti lumina, amicis quoque deprecatoribus usus, 
suppliciter implorat; eumque legimus divino auxilio fratrumque precibus et 
explanationes Librorum Sacrorum, quas inchoaret, commendantem, et quas 
feliciter absolvisset, referentem acceptas» (BENEDICT XV, Enc. Spiritus 
Paraclitus, 15-IX-1920, n. 37 : EnchBib n. 469) . 
37 . «Si enim sapientia carnis inimica est Deo (inimica autem sunt omnia dogma-
ta falsitatis Deo repugnantia) consequenter et haereses inimicae Deo, ad car-
nis opera referuntur. 'Airesis autem Graece, ab electione dicitur: quod scilicet 
earn sibi unusquisque eligat disciplinam, quam putat esse meliorem. 
Quicumque igitur aliter Scripturam intellegit, quam sensus Spiritus sancti fla-
gitat, quo conscripta est: licet de Ecclesia non recesserit, tamen haereticus 
appellari potest, et de carnis operibus est, eligens quae peiora sunt» (ST. 
JEROME, In Gal. 5 ,19-21: PL 26,445AB). Molina Palma states that "quo cons-
cripta est" should be translated as "in whom it was written" rather than "by 
whom it was written", since Jerome is not saying that Scripture was "written" 
by the Holy Spirit, but rather that Scripture was written, so to say, "in the spi-
ritual sphere" (ámbito espiritual), which is the same as saying that the sacred 
authors who wrote the books of the Bible were moved by the Spirit. Cfr. M.A. 
MOLINA PALMA, O.C, pp. 99-100 , 105-107. 
38. Y. CONGAR, Aimer Dieu et les hommes par I'amour dont Dieu aime?, in 
REAug 2 8 (1982) 96 . 
39. The relationship between the inspiration of the biblical text and the interpre-
tation of Scripture in the same Spirit in which it was written can be seen from 
the following passage of the recent «Catechism of the Catholic Church», n. 
I l l : «Pero, dado que la Sagrada Escritura es inspirada, hay otro principio de 
la recta interpretación, no menos importante que el precedente, y sin el cual 
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la Escritura sena letra muerta: "La Escritura se ha de leer e interpretar con el 
mismo Espíritu con que fue escrita" (DV 12, 3)» {Catecismo de la Iglesia 
Católica, official version in Spanish, Madrid 1992, p. 35). 
40. The necessity of invoking the Holy Spirit's aid in biblical interpretation is a 
consequence of the fact that the Holy Spirit is the "interpreter of Scripture", 
as the Catechism of the Catholic Church states in the title to nn. 109-119 of 
the Catechism. Commenting on this title, G. Segalla says: «Invece di parlare 
del "Modo di interpretare la Scrittura" (DV 12), in cui si privilegia l'aspetto 
antropologico, il Catechismo evidenzia piuttosto quello teologico, titolando 
"lo Spirito Santo, interprete della Scrittura". Come la Scrittura è stata ispira-
ta dallo Spirito, così dev'essere interpretata dallo stesso Spirito» (G. SEGALLA, 
La Scrittura, parola viva del Dio vivente nel «Catechismo», in «L'Osserva-
tore Romano», 5-II-93, p. 9). 
41. «Hoc vero animi judicium Ecclesia potissimum haurit e fonte revelati verbi 
Dei ita ut persuasio, in intellectu insidens, simul fiat persuasio ex fide. Cuius 
rei haec est causa —operae pretium est id iam nunc animadvertere— quod 
Ecclesia credit in hominem. Ea de homine cogitai ad eumque se convertii non 
solum ope variorum methodorum cognitionis doctrinis comparatae, sed 
imprimis luce affiggente revelati verbi Dei viventis»: AAS 73 (1981) 584. 
42. «En consecuencia, es también el mismo Espíritu, que habita y vive en la 
Iglesia, como palabra interna a ella, el que sigue dándole a conocer esa 
Palabra escrita, haciendo posible su interpretación auténtica, convirtiéndola 
en palabra eficaz hoy y en cada tiempo. Cuando se concibe así la Escritura, se 
evita el malentendido de oponerla a la Iglesia. Pues la Sagrada Escritura nace 
en la Iglesia, pero no es engendrada por ella, sino por el Espíritu de Dios, y 
por eso es Palabra de Dios y a la vez humana. Por eso puede ser reconocida 
por la Iglesia, que se somete a ella como su canon y su norma. (...) Por eso 
sólo en su seno, donde sigue actuando el Espíritu de Jesús, puede leerse e 
interpretarse adecuada-mente» (J. M. SÁNCHEZ CARO, La lectura eclesial de 
la Biblia, in L. ALONSO SCHOKEL - A. M. ARTOLA [eds.], La Palabra de Dios 
en la Historia de los hombres. Comentario Temático a la Constitución «Dei 
Verbum» del Vaticano II sobre la Divina Revelación, Bilbao 1991, p. 648). 
43. H. DE LUBAC, La Revelation divine, Paris 1983, p. 174. 
44. «Homo, in quavis operis faciendi sede, etsi satis rudus est vel ad recentissima 
exempla composita, se exercens, facile intellegit sese labore suo in duplicem 
veluti thesaurum insinuare, hoc est in thesaurum rerum, quae omnibus homi-
nibus ex copiis naturae praebentur, et in thesaurum eorum, quae alii iam antea 
elaborando effecerunt, hisce copiis usi, imprimis artem technicam promoven-
do, id est summam instrumentorum, in dies perfectiorum, labori accomoda-
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tam comparando: homo ergo opus faciendo simul "in laborem aliorum introit" 
(cfr. Joh 4,38). Huiusmodi velut imaginem provinciae et cursus laboris fiuma-
ni sine difficultate amplectimur, ducente nos sive intellectu sive fide, quae 
lucem a Dei accipit verbo. Quae quidem imago est cohaerens, theologica 
simul et humanistica»; AAS 73 (1981) 609. 
45. «(...) dieta Dei nullatenus sine ejus sapientia penetrantur (nisi enim qui spiri-
tu ejus acceperit, ejus nullo modo verba cognoscit)» (ST. GREGORY THE 
GREAT, Moralia, XVIII, 39, 60: PL 76, 72A). 
46. «Quoniam opus sua ex ratione subiectiva est semper actio personalis —actus 
personae— idcirco consequitur ul illud participet integer homo, corpus 
riempe et animus, sive opus idem manuum est sive ingenii. Ad hominem pari-
ter totum dirigitur verbum Dei viventis, evangelicus salutis nuntius, in quo 
multa doctrinae argumenta —quasi quasdam luces peculiares— reperimus ad 
laborem humanum spectantia»: AAS 73 (1981) 637. 
47. «Apostoli Gentium instituta —ut patet— prae se summum ferunt pondus ac 
veluti vim cardinis habent pro morali doctrina ac spiritualitate laboris Imma-
ni. Praestans enim sunt complementum illius magni tametsi simplicis modes-
tique "evangelii laboris", quod in vita offendimus parabolisque Christi, in iis 
scilicet, quae ipse "fecit et docuit" (Acts 1,1). Secundum haec lumina prae-
clara, ex ipso manantia Fonte, Ecclesia semper ea praedicavit, quorum decla-
rationem hodiernam reperimus in Concilii Vaticani Secundi doctrinis (...)»: 
Ibid, p. 643. 
48. «Just as human activity proceeds from man, so it is ordered towards man. For 
when a man works he not only alters things and society, he develops himself 
as well. He learns much, he cultivates his resources, he goes outside of him-
self and beyond himself. Rightly understood, this kind of growth is of greater 
value than any external riches which can be garnered (...). Hence, the norm of 
human activity is this: that in accord with the divine plan and will, it should 
harmonize with the genuine good of the human race, and allow people as indi-
viduals and as members of society to pursue their total vocation and fulfil it». 
49. The phrase "bright illuminations" evokes in our minds the presence of the 
Holy Spirit, who is traditionally associated with providing "light" to the inte-
lligence. A well-known example is the hymn to the Holy Spirit Veni, Creator 
Spiritus, in which the following verse is found: "Accende lumen sensibus, 
infunde amorem cordibus." 
50. «Quicumque verbum Dei viventis audit christianus sociatque cum precibus 
opus, necesse est ipse sciat quern denique obtineat locum opus suum non in 
sola progressioni terrestri rerum sed etiam in Regni Dei incremento, ad quod 
universi nos Spiritus Sancti virtute verbisque Evangelii vocamur»: AAS 73 
(1981)647. 
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51. «Nec vero Summi Pontífices suis ipsorum dissertationibus doctrinae socialis 
Ecclesiae coilustrare etiam novas radones neglexerunt. Ipso igitur initio repe-
tito a Leonis XIII luculentis monitis, subsequentibus additamentis locupleta-
to Magisterii, pervenitur ad "corpus" quoddam doctrinae, quod gradatim con-
texitur, cum scilicet Ecclesia, Verbi a Christo Iesu (cfr. DV n. 4) revelad spec-
tans plenitudinem, Spirituque Sancto afilante (cfr. Io 14,16.26; 16,13-15), 
vitae hominum scrutatur eventus, dum per historiae cursum evolvuntur»: 
AAS 80 (1988) 514. 
52. The Pope makes reference to the Gospel of St. John (14:16.26; 16:13-15), 
where the Holy Spirit or the Paraclete is mentioned as the one who will ins-
truct the faithful when Jesus has already departed to his Father. Being the 
Spirit of truth, the Paraclete will lead humanity to the very fullness of truth: 
"When the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth." If the 
assistance of the Spirit continues the salvific mission of Christ, then the pre-
sence of the Spirit is oriented towards the acquisition of the truth which saves. 
Cfr. I. DE LA POTTERIE, La vérité de la Sainte Ecriture et l'Histoire du salut 
d'après la Constitution dogmatique «Dei Verbum», in NRTh 88 (1966) 154-
158. 
53. «Sententiola Pontificatus Decessoris Nostri rec. mem. Pii XII fuit Opus iusti-
tiae pax: pax quidem ut iustitiae fructus. Hodie dici potest, eadem cum subti-
litate eademque cum vi inspirationis biblicae (cfr. Is 32,17; Je 3,18), Opus 
hominum coniunctionis pax»\ AAS 80 (1988) 568. 
54. "And the effect of justice will be peace, and the result of justice, quietness and 
trust for ever" (Is 32:17). "And the harvest of justice is sown in peace by those 
who make peace" (Jas 3:18). 
55. I. DE LA POTTERIE, // Concilio Vaticano II e la Bibbia, in L'esegesi cristiana 
oggi, o.c, p. 38. 
56. The principle, just as it stands in the text of DV n.12, seems to be simply a 
complementary introduction to the three criteria which follow immediately, 
namely the unity of Scripture, the living Tradition of the Church, and the ana-
logy of faith. This is the impression one may have, since the principle of the 
interpretation according to the Spirit is found in a subordinate clause which 
introduces the main clause containing the three criteria. But in fact, the three 
mentioned criteria will only have sense if they are carried out "in the same 
Spirit in which Scripture is written". Molina Palma rightly points out that «no 
es deferente con la voluntad de los padres conciliares una interpretación de 
DV 12, que reduzca la función del Espíritu a las tres instancias mencionadas 
en su sentido más objetivo y material. Por el contrario, la interpretación del 
texto del Concilio debe seguir el proceso inverso. Las tres instancias deben ser 
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fecundadas por el principio de la interpretación en el Espíritu, según se desu-
me de la hermenéutica antigua, pues eso es lo que los padres conciliares 
expresamente querían» (M. A. MOLINA PALMA, La interpretación de la 
Escritura en el Espíritu, o.c, p. 219). This opinion is shared by I. de la 
Potterie: cfr. L'esegesi cristiana oggi, o.c, p. 39. 
57. «The literal sense of Scripture is that which has been expressed directly by the 
inspired human authors. Since it is the fruit of inspiration, this sense is also 
intended by God, as principal author» (PONTIFICAL BIBLICAL COMMISSION, The 
Interpretation of the Bible in the Church, o.c., p. 79). 
58. Cfr. H. DE LUBAC, Histoire et Esprit. L'intelligence de l'Écriture d'après 
Origene, Paris 1950, pp. 166-178: «Les deux testaments; Exégèse médiévale, 
I, 1, Aubier 1959, pp. 305-363: «L'unité des deux testaments»; D . BARSOTTI, 
La parole e lo spirito. Saggi sull'esegesi spirituale, Milan 1971, pp. 38-42: 
«L'unità di tutta la Bibbia». 
59. «Omnis Scriptura divina unus liber est, et ille unus liber Christus est, quia 
omnis Scriptura divina de Christo loquitur, et omnis Scriptura divina in 
Christo impletur»: De arca Noe morali, II, 8 (PL 176, 642). This text is men-
tioned in the Catechism of the Catholic Church, being found in the summary 
of the section concerning Sacred Scripture (n. 134). Nearly a thousand years 
before Hugh of St. Victor, St. Irenaeus called "the Son of God" a "seed scat-
tered everywhere in his scriptures" (Adv. Haer. IV, 10, 1). In its 1989 docu-
ment "On the Interpretation of Dogmas" («Origins» 20 [1990] 1-14, espe-
cially p. 11), the International Theological Commission emphasized the way 
in which, for both Scripture and Tradition, Christ should be seen as the cen-
ter of unity and the criterion of interpretation. Cfr. H. SIMIAN-YOFRE, Ancient 
el Nouveau Testament: participation et analogie, in R. LATOURELLE (ed.), 
Vatican II: Bilan et Perspectives, o.c. (see note 52), pp. 277-305. 
60. «Encontramos aquí el antiquísimo y primordial principio hermenéutico que 
toda la Escritura es un solo libro, porque es obra de un único Espíritu que rea-
lizó una única economía de la salvación: y que el contenido de la Escritura es 
uno, porque da testimonio del Evangelio de Cristo» (M. A. MOLINA PALMA, 
La interpretación de la Escritura en el Espíritu, o.c, p. 219). Cfr. J. M. 
SÁNCHEZ CARO, La lectura cristiana del Antiguo Testamento. Reflexiones 
hermenéuticas sobre una cuestión clásica, in EstB 47 (1989) 475-492. 
61. «Christiana vero religio, quasdam rei facies, Antiqui Testamenti proprias, 
amplifícans, hac in causa notiones radicitus mutavit, a toto thesauro nuntii 
evangelici proficiscens ac praesertim a veritate, ex qua Is qui, cum in forma 
Dei esset, in omnibus similis factus est nobis (cfr. Heb 2,17; Philip 2,5-8); qui 
maiorem partem vitae suae labori impendit, ad fabri mensam sese exercens. 
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Hoc ipsum per se signiflcantissimum est "evangelium laboris" (...)»: AAS 73 
(1981) 590-591. 
62. See the many references to human work in the Old Testament which the Pope 
makes in LE n. 26. 
63. «Hoc verum detegimus iam in primis Sacrarum Litterarum initiis, in libro 
videlicet Genesis, ubi ipsum creationis opus exhibetur sub specie alicuius 
• "laboris' a Deo "sex diebus" (cfr. Gen 2,2; Ex 20, 8.11; Dt 5,12ss.) completi 
ut "requiesceret" (cfr. Gen 2,3) septimo die. Ceterum postremuS etiam 
Sacrarum Scripturarum liber eodem resonat sensu observantiae erga opera, 
quae Deus patravit "labore" suo ut Creatoris, ubi exclamatur: "Magna et mira-
bilia opera tua, Domine Deus omnipotens" (Ape 15,3)»: AAS 73 (1981) 638-
639. 
64. «(...) quin plus dici potest: eum amanter hunc respicere laborem variasque 
eius formas, cum in quaque forma percipiat aliam rationem similitudinis 
hominis cum Deo Creatore ac Patre. Nonne is ipse dixit: "Pater meus agrico-
la est..." (Io 15,1) et varus modis in suam doctrìnam transtulit principalem 
earn veritatem de labore, quae iam totam per Veteris Testamenti traditionem 
ipso Genesis libro declaratur?»: Ibid., 639. 
65. «Quivis labor —cum manuum tum mentis— necessario cum fatigatione 
cohaeret. Genesis liber id admodum acerbe declarat, dum pristinam benedic-
tionem operis, iam inclusam ipsum in creationis mysterium atque cum pro-
vectione hominis coniunctam uti imaginis Dei, opponit maledictioni, quam 
secum intulit peccatimi: "maledicta humus propter te! In laboribus comedes 
ex ea cunctis diebus vitae tuae" (Gen 3,17). Hie labor dolorque viam designat 
humanae vitae in terris et continet mortis nuntiationem: "in sudore vultus tui 
vesceris pane, donec revertaris ad humum, de qua sumptus es..." (Gen 3,19). 
Quam vocem, quasi recinens iterat auetor unius librorum sapientialium: 
"cumque me convertissem ad universa opera, quae fecerant manus meae, et 
ad labores, in quibus sudaveram et ecce in omnibus vanitas" (Eccle 2,11). 
Nullus profecto in terris est homo quin voces eas ad se ipsum possit referre. 
Aliquo modo Evangelium hac etiam in re pronuntiat veluti ultimum suum ver-
bum in paschali Iesu Christi mysterio. Ibi similiter responsionem conquiri 
oportet his tarn gravibus quaestionibus de spiritualitate operis humani»: Ibid., 
644-645. 
66. «One thing that gives the Bible an inner unity, unique of its kind, is the fact 
that later biblical writings often depend upon earlier ones. These more recent 
writings allude to older ones and create "re-readings" (rèlectures), which 
develop new aspects of meaning, sometimes quite different from the original 
sense. A text may also make explicit reference to older passages, whether it 
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is to deepen their meaning or to make known their fulfilment* (PONTIFICAL 
BIBLICAL COMMISSION, The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church, o.e., pp. 
86-87). 
67. «Sudor ac fatigatio, quae labor in praesentem hominem condicionem neces-
sario importât, christiano immo et omni homini ad Christum sequendum 
vocato facultatem praebet communicandi, per amorem, operis illius, quod 
Christus venit ut efficeret (cfr. Ioh 17,4). Hoc salutis opus evenit per dolorem 
mortemque in cruce. Homo igitur, laboris fatigationem una cum Christo pro 
nobis cruci affixo perferens, operatur quodam modo simul cum Dei Filio ad 
generis humani redemptiònem. Se insuper verum praebet Iesu diseipulum 
gestanda cotidie propria cruce (cfr. Lc 9,23) in negotiis, ad quae destinatur 
perficienda»: AAS 73 (1981) 645-646 
68. «Sacra Biblia de sollicito ministerio usque loquuntur in fratrem, quae item in 
omnes homines ad officium nos compellunt. Haec profecto nécessitas haud 
finibus continetur familiae et ne Nationis quidem Civitatisve, sed cunetam 
humanam familiam ordinate ita complectitur ut nemo a sorte alterius membri 
generis hominum videatur alienus vel exsors. Nemo asseverare potest se sui 
fratris fati non esse participem (cfr. Gen 4,9; Lc 10,29-37; Mt 25,31-46)!»: 
AAS 83 (1991) 857. 
69. In translating «vivae totius Ecclesiae Traditionis» (DV 12), the Flannery ver-
sion weakens the original Latin by omitting "living" and giving us simply 
"the Tradition of the entire Church." (cfr. A. FLANNERY [ed.]. Vatican Council 
II. The Conciliar and Post Conciliar Documents, New York 1984, p. 758). 
The adjective "living" describes a very important characteristic of Tradition. 
70. Cfr. DV n. 9; cfr. also DV n. 10. «What characterizes Catholic exegesis is that 
it deliberately places itself within the living tradition of the Church, whose 
first concern is fidelity to the revelation attested by the Bible» (The 
Interpretation of the Bible in the Church, o.e., p. 85). 
71. Cfr. I. DE LA POTTERIE, La lecture de l'Écriture Sainte "dans l'Esprit": la 
manière de lire la Bible est-elle possible aujourd'hui?, in «Communio» 11 
(1986) 11-27; E. BIANCHI, La lettura spirituale della Scrittura oggi, in 
L'esegesi cristiana oggi, o.e., pp. 215-277; J. RATZINGER, Die Bedeutung der 
Väter für die gegenwärtige Theologie, in ThQ 148 (1968) 257-282, esp. 258-
262, which deal with the relationship between Scripture interpretation and the 
theology of the Fathers. 
72. B. DE MARGERIE, Introduction à l'histoire de l'exégèse, I: Les Pères Grecs et 
orientaux (Paris 1980), 281, in chap. 10, concerning the exegesis of St. Cyril 
of Alexandria. 
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73. Ibid., p. 282. 
74. «(...) questo signiñca che bisogna integrare il testo sia nel contenuto e nell'u-
nità di tutta la Bibbia che nella tradizione vivente di tutta la Chiesa (cfr. DV 
12). Se il testo scritto della Parola di Dio è veramente vita, non può in defini-
tiva essere ben compreso che all'interno della tradizione della Chiesa, poiché 
precisamente questa tradizione è "la vita dello Spirito nella Chiesa" (Louis 
Bouyer)» (I. DE LA POTTERIE, L'esegesi biblica scienza della fede, in L'esegesi 
cristiana oggi, o.e., p. 163). 
75. «Ita, non solum iterum affirmabitur perpetua huiusmodi doctrinae vis, sed se 
indicabit etiam verus sensus Traditionis Ecclesiae, quae semper viva et Vita-
lis super fundamentum quod Apostoli Ecclesiae tradiderunt (cfr ST. IRENAEUS, 
Adversus haereses, 1,10,1; 3,4,1) Iesu Christi nomine, fundamentum praeter 
quod "aliud nemo potest poneré" (1 Cor 3,11)»: AAS 83 (1991) 795. 
76. «(...) evangelicam imaginem repetimus scribae facti diseipuli Regni caelo-
rum, quem Dominus dicit similem esse "homini patri familias, qui profert de 
thesauro suo nova et vetera" (Mt 13,52). Thesaurus magna est Ecclesiae 
Traditio quae "vetera" continet, accepta et tradita sine ulla intermissione et 
simul sinit ut "nova" legantur, inter quae Ecclesiae et mundi vita procedit»: 
Ibid. 
11. M.A. MOLINA PALMA, La interpretación de la Escritura en el Espíritu, o.e., 
pp. 221-222. 
78. «C'est en ce sens que la Tradition a un rôle à jouer dans l'exégèse, moins pour 
lui interdire certaines voies, que pour lui apporter son aide positive en lui 
dévoilant les profondeurs de la Révélation» (P. GRELOT, L'inspiration de l'É-
criture et son interprétation [On chap. III of DV], in B. D . DUPUY [ed.], La 
Révélation divine, vol. 2, Paris 1968, pp. 376-377). 
79. Cfr. E. PRZYWARA, Analogia fidei, in LThK I (1957) col. 473-476. 
80. The Revised Standard version translates the biblical text as follows: «Having 
gifts that differ according to the grace given to us, let us use them: if prop-
hecy, in proportion to our faith» (katà ten analogían tés písteos: "secundum 
rationeni fidei" in the new Vulgate version). A more literal translation would 
be: "according to the analogy of the faith". 
81. «"Analogia fidei" heißt damit: daß es keine Offenbarungs- oder 
Glaubensaussage (auch nicht die eines "Propheten") in diesem Einen Leib 
und dieser Einen Kirche geben könne, die nicht in "Analogie" stünde und zu 
stehen habe zu dem Einen objecüven Glauben, der so objectiv "Einer" ist, wie 
der "Eine Herr" und die "Eine Taufe", die kein subjectiver Akt sind, sondern 
objective Realität» (E. PRZYWARA, art.cit., col. 474). 
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82. Cfr. I. DE LA POTTERIE, L'interprétation de la Sainte Écriture dans l'Esprit où 
elle a été écrite (DV 12,3), in R. LATOURELLE (ed.), Vatican II: Bilan et 
Perspectives. Vingt-cinq ans après (1962-1987), vol. I, Montréal-Paris 1988, 
p. 273. The new Catechism of the Catholic Church describes this exegetical 
norm as follows: «Por "analogía de la fe" entendemos la cohesión de las ver-
dades de la fe entre sí y en el proyecto total de la Revelación» (n. 114). M. A. 
Tábet, in an article concerning the doctrine of the Catechism on Scripture, 
observes: «Si ripropone così una concezione dell'esegesi e della teologia per 
cui "verità biblica" e "verità teologica" devono coesistere ed integrarsi nel più 
ampio campo della "verità rivelata". In termini più concreti: per l'ermeneuti-
ca cattolica, i risultati dell'esegesi biblica in qualsiasi approccio non possono 
non andare se non nel più pieno accordo con i temi fondamentali della 
Rivelazione che la Chiesa confessa a livello di fede» (M. A. TÁBET, La Sacra 
Scrittura nel Catechismo della Chiesa Cattolica, in «Annales theologici» 7 
[1993] 28). 
83. «Laborem perscrutali pergenies, quatenus eiusmodi vestigatio cum verbis 
Sacrarum Scripturarum coniungitur, quorum vi hominis est terram subicere, 
animam oportet intendamus in laborem subiective acceptum; quod multo 
magis praestandum est quam usque adhuc egimus sensum eius obiectivum 
tractantes, amplum illum quaestionum complexum vix attingendo, qui varus 
hominibus in doctrinae disciplinis versantibus atque iis ipsis, qui labori sunt 
dediti secundum specialia sua muñera, omnino singulatumque est notus. 
Verba libri Genesis, ad quae in hac investigatione referimur, de labore agunt 
oblique, quod ad significationem attinet obiectivam, atque eodem modo etiam 
subiectum tangunt laboris; quae vero iis affirmantur, ea gravia sunt altaeque 
signfícationis plena»: AAS 73 (1981) 589. 
84. «"Nova evangelizarlo", cuius mundus huius temporis vehementer indiget, et 
quam saepe numero sumus persecuti, debet suis in partibus potissimis doctri-
nae socialis Ecclesiae nuntium numerare, etiamnum aptae, sicut temporibus 
Leonis XIII, ad rectam viam ostendendam, qua magnae huius aetatis provo-
cationes oppetantur, dum ideologiae plus plusque in dies de existimatione sua 
perdunt. Quamadmodum fecit Leo Pontifex, oportet repetamus non esse extra 
Evangelium solutionem "quaestionis socialis" at contra "res novas" posse in 
eo suum veritatis spatium invenire rectamque moralem collocationem»: AAS 
83 (1991) 800. 
85. «La multiplicidad se fundamenta en la necesaria irisación de la Verdad, cuan-
do accede a la palabra. La Verdad no puede ser verbalizada exhaustivamente 
de una vez para siempre. La naturaleza histórica de la comprensión y la rique-
za inherente del Evangelio hacen que toda comprensión particular sea parcial 
y que la interpretación esté abierta a multiplicidad de perspectivas y de nive-
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les de captación» (M. A. MOLINA PALMA, La interpretación de la Escritura en 
el Espíritu, o.e., p. 225). 
86. «Omnium, quae bona sunt, origo prima est ipsius Dei actus qui terram crea-
vit et hominem hominisque terram dedit ut in earn dominaretur labore suo 
eiusque frueretur fructibus (cfr. Gen 1,28-29). Deus terram dedit universo 
humano generi ut ea omnia huius membra sustentaret, nullo excluso nullo 
anteposito. Hie radix reperitur universalis destinationis bonorum terrae»: 
AAS 83 (1991) 831. 
87. The role of actualization in exegesis has received considerable attention since 
the publication of Dei Verbum. However, there has not been to our knowled-
ge an extensive monograph dedicated exclusively to this subject. With respect 
to commentaries on DV, the following may be consulted: J. RATZINGER, A. 
GRILLMEIER and B. RIGAUX, in H. VORGRIMLER (ed.), Commentary on the 
Documents of Vatican II (London-New York 1969), vol. Ill, pp. 155-272; O. 
SEMMELROTH - M. ZERWICK, Vaticanum II über das Wort Gottes (Stuttgart 
1966); L. ALONSO SCHÖKEL - A. M. ARTOLA (ed.), La Palabra de Dios en la 
Historia de los hombres. Comentario Temático a la constitución Dei Verbum 
del Vaticano II sobre la Divina Revelación (Bilbao 1991). The following arti-
cles have contributed a lot towards a clarification of the problem: F. REFOULÉ, 
L'exégèse en question, in «Supplément» 111 (1974) 391-423; F. DREYFUS, 
Exégèse en Sorbonne, exégèse en Église, in RB 82 (1975) 321-359; IDEM, 
L'actualisation à l'intérieur de la Bible, in RB 83 (1976) 161-202; IDEM, 
L'actualisation de l'Écriture. I. Du texte à la vie, in RB 86 (1979) 5-58; IDEM, 
L'actualisation de l'Écriture. II. L'action de l'Esprit, in RB 86 (1979) 161-
193; IDEM, L'actualisation de l'Écriture. III. La place de la Tradition, in RB 
86 (1979) 321-384. A recent evaluation of the problem can be found in U. 
VANNI, Exégèse et actualisation à la lumière de «Dei Verbum», in R. 
LATOURELLE (ed.), Vatican II: Bilan et Perspectives vingt-cinq ans après 
(1962-1987), vol. I, Montréal-Paris 1988, pp. 351-369. 
88. PONTIFICAL BIBLICAL COMMISSION, The Interpretation of the Bible in the 
Church, o.e., pp. 113-114. 
89. This is-one of the complaints which both F. Refoulé and F. Dreyfus made in 
their respective articles. Thus, for example, the latter denounces the fact that 
the biblical exegesis of his time is characterized by three defects, namely, that 
it has become a knowledge "reserved" for a new "caste" of scribes and tea-
chers of the law, that it is a purely "archaeological" knowledge since exclusi-
vely dedicated to the past, and most of all, that it is a knowledge which is "clo-
sed" to the plurality of meanings inherent in the biblical text and therefore 
"closed" to the people of today (F. DREYFUS, Exégèse en Sorbonne, exégèse 
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en Église, art. cit., pp. 326-327). According to F. Refoulé, Vatican II has made 
us realize how truly necessary the task of actualization is in order to draw con-
temporary man and woman closer to the message of the Bible: «Surtout la 
fonction de l'Écriture depuis Vatican II a changé. La place qu'on lui a faite 
dans la liturgie, dans la catéchèse, la prédication, a mis en évidence la distan-
ce culturelle entre ce texte et l'expérience de l'homme d'aujourd'hui» (F. 
REFOULÉ, L'exégèse en question, art. cit., p. 398). 
90. Cfr. F. DREYFUS, L'actualisation de l'Écriture. III. La place de la Tradition, 
art. cit., pp. 359-371, for a discussion of the Magisterium's function in the 
actualization of Scripture. See also G. ARANDA, Magisterio de la Iglesia e 
interpretación de la Escritura, in J. M. CASCIARIO (dir.), Biblia y 
Hermenéutica (Vil Simposio Internacional de Teología de la Universidad de 
Navarra), Pamplona 1986, pp. 529-562. 
91. «Munus autem authentice interpretandi verbum Dei scriptum vel traditum soli 
vivo Ecclesiae Magisterio concreditum est, cuius auctoritas in nomine Iesu 
Christi exercetur» (DV n. 10). Cfr. also PIUS XII, Ene. Humani Generis, 12-
VIII-1950: AAS 42 (1950) 568-569 or DzS n. 3886. 
92. «Cuneta enim haec, de ratione interpretandi Scripturam, Ecclesiae iudicio 
ultime subsunt, quae verbi Dei servandi et interpretandi divino fungitur man-
dato et ministerio» (DV n. 12). A footnote to this text makes reference to 
VATICAN COUNCIL I, Const. Dogm. Dei Filius, chap. 2: DzS n. 3007. 
93. This has been recognized even by Pope Pius XII in the encyclical Divino 
afflante Spiritu, 30-IX-1943, in AAS 35 (1943) 319; DzS n. 3831. In fact, the 
biblical texts whose sense has been determined directly by the infallible 
Magisterium of the Church are mostly those used in the Council of Trent in 
order to explain the sacraments: Mt 18:18; Jn 3:5 and 20:22f.; Lk 22:19 and 
1 Cor ll:24f.; Jas 5,14f. (DzS nn. 1615, 1703, 1710,1716 and 1752). 
94. F. DREYFUS, L'actualisation de l'Écriture. 111. La place de la Tradition, art. 
cit. (see note 106), p. 373. 
95. Ibid, p. 375. 
96. The actualization of the Bible makes us realize that there is a distinction bet-
ween "Word" and "text". The former takes priority over the latter. The scrip-
tural or written form of the Word does not precede the Good News it helps to 
convey: oral tradition comes before written tradition. Cfr. R. HILL, From 
Good News to Holy Writ. The Share of the Text in the Saving Purpose of the 
Word, in EstB 51 (1993) 145-162. 
97. This is the reason why the Catholic Church does not base her entire faith in 
Scriptures alone: «(...) quo fit ut Ecclesia certitudinem suam de omnibus reve-
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latis non per solam Sacram Scripturam hauriat» (DV n. 9), but rather takes 
also into account Sacred Tradition, which in this sense, "actualizes" Scripture: 
«Per eandem Traditionem integer Sacrorum Librorum canon Ecclesiae inno-
tescit, ipsaeque Sacrae Litterae in ea penitius intelliguntur et indesinenter 
actuosae redduntur» (DV n. 8; emphasis mine). The Flannery translation ren-
ders the Dei verbum text as follows: «By means of the same Tradition the full 
canon of the sacred books is known to the Church and the holy Scriptures 
themselves are more thoroughly understood and constantly actualized in the 
Church [emphasis mine]» (A. FLANNERY [ed.], Vatican Council II. Conciliar 
and Post Conciliar Documents, o.e., pp. 754-755). 
98. «Dans le progrès de cette vie, l'exégète a son rôle à jouer, comme l'a rappe-
lé la Constitution Dei Verbum du dernier concile [n. 12]: il permettra à l'É-
glise de pouvoir mieux distinguer ce qui appartient au dépôt de la foi et ce qui 
est revêtement de cette foi dans une culture et une mentalité donnée. Il permet 
ainsi à l'Église de mieux actualiser sa foi et, par conséquence, de mieux actua-
liser les texts bibliques qui l'attestent» (F. DREYFUS, art. cit., p. 371). 
99. «En, cur Ecclesiae aliquid sit hodie dicendum, perinde atque ante viginti 
annos ac tempore futuro, de natura, condicionibus, postulatis, fïnibus germa-
nae progressionis neenon de impedimentis, quae hic obiciuntur. Ecclesia, id 
agens, munus evangelizandi adimplet, quoniam primum adiumentum ad pro-
gressionis quaestionem, ad praesentia maxime pertinentem, est pronuntiatio 
veritatis de Christo, de Ecclesia, de homine, ad certam ac definitam aliquam 
condicionem traduetae»: AAS 80 (1988) 570-571. 
100. «Haec duplex nota peculiaris est Ecclesiae de re sociali doctrinae. Quae qui-
dem illinc constans est, cum semper eadem sit in summis principiis conside-
randis, in "cogitationis rationibus", in "indica normis", in "legibus principi-
bus, quae actionem moderantur" (CONGREGATION FOR THE DOCTRINE OF THE 
FAITH, Instr. Libertatis conscientia, n. 72), inque praesertim vitali cum 
Domini Evangelio nexu; hinc semper ipsa nova est, cum congruenter ac 
necessario ad versabiles temporum conditiones et perpetuas immutationes 
eventuum usque accomodetur oporteat, in quibus vita hominum et societatis 
versatur»: Ibid., p. 515. 
101. «Simul vero id agimus, secundum directoriam normam Evangelii, ea mente 
ut de eiusdem Evangelii thesauro proferamus "nova et Vetera" (cfr. Mt 13,52). 
Certum est quidem laborem esse "quiddam vetus" —tarn vetus ut hominem 
ipsum eiusque vitam in terra. Verumtamen generalis status hominis in mundo 
huius temporis, secundum varias suas facies cognitus et singulatim explora-
tus, id est secundum geographiam, ingenii culturam civilisque vitae humani-
tatem, postulat ut novae significationes laboris humani reperiantur»: AAS 73 
(1981) 580-581. 
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102. Catechism of the Catholic Church, n. 113. Commenting on this text of the 
Catechism, M. A. Tábet emphasizes the role of Tradition in the interpretation 
of Scripture: «Per la spiegazione del criterio della 'Tradizione vivente di tutta 
la Chiesa", viene utilizzata una frase incisiva e originale: "la Sacra Scrittura è 
scritta nel cuore della Chiesa prima che su strumenti materiali". La Chiesa 
infatti —si afferma— trova nella Tradizione la "memoria viva della Parola di 
Dio" e la capisce grazie allo Spirito Santo che le "dona l'interpretazione di 
essa". E in altre parole il motivo teologico classico per cui si considera che la 
Tradizione abbia valore e funzione di vero principio ermeneutico: perché è un 
unico e stesso Spirito, il quale, dopo aver ispirato gli agiografi, agisce nella 
sua Chiesa perché conservi la "memoria" e possa interpretare il dono da lui 
offerto. La Chiesa, assistita dallo Spirito, possiede così il vero senso della S. 
Scrittura come per istinto naturale» (M. A. TÁBET, La Sacra Scrittura nel 
Catechismo della Chiesa Cattolica, in «Annales theologici» 7 (1993) 26-27). 
103. «Cum is, factus "ad imaginem Dei ... masculus et femina" (cfr. Gen 1,27), 
haec verba audit: "Crescite et multiplicamini et replete terram et subicite 
earn" (Gen 1,28), ea dicta —quamvis non proxime et expresse ad laborem 
referantur— oblique, omni sublata dubitatione', eum significant quasi navita-
tem in mundo exsequendam: quin immo reconditam eius essentiam osten-
dunt»: AAS 73 (1981) 585. 
104. «Verbum terrae, quod in pagina biblica occurrit, sic imprimis est intellegen-
dum, quemadmodum liquet, ut illam partem universi visibilis significet, quae 
ab homini incolitur; eodem vero vocabulo, latius patente, totus mundus aspec-
tabilis potest comprehendi, quatenus ilio veluti ambitu terminatur, intra quem 
homo vim suam exercet eave exquirit, quibus necessitatibus suis satisfaciat. 
Locutio autem "subicite terram" amplissimum habet momentum; siquidem 
universas opes déclarât quae in terra (et oblique in mundo visibili) sunt recon-
ditae atque actione hominis, cum religionis officio coniuncta, detegi queunt 
opportuneque ab eo adhiberi. Itaque verba ilia in Sacrorum Biblorum initio 
posita numquam desinunt ad presentía pertinere»: Ibid., pp. 585-586. 
105. Cfr. Gaudium et spes, n. 9: «Meanwhile there is a growing conviction of man-
kind's ability and duty to strengthen its mastery over nature and of the need 
to establish a political, social and economic order at the service of man to 
assert and develop the dignity proper to individuals and to societies». 
106. «Hos ergo ante tristes casus egestatis necessitatisque, in qua tot fratres soro-
resque nostri iacent, ipse nos sollicitât Iesus Dominus (cfr. Mt 25,31-46)»: 
AAS 80 (1988) 526. 
107. The process followed by the Holy Father in the actualization of biblical texts 
corresponds to the guidelines of the recent document on the interpretation of 
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the Bible in the Church: «The task of interpretation involves, accordingly, 
three steps: 1. to hear the Word from within one's own concrete situation; 2. 
to identify the aspects of the present situation highlighted or put in question 
by the biblical text; 3. to draw from the fullness of meaning contained in the 
biblical text those elements capable of advancing the present situation in a 
way that is productive and consonant with the saving will of God in Christ» 
(PONTIFICAL BIBLICAL COMISSION, O.C, pp. 115-116). The third step is impor-
tant: actualization is possible only if one recognizes "the fullness of meaning 
contained in the biblical text". Cfr. F. DREYFUS, Exégèse en Sorbonne, 
Exégèse en Église, art. cit., p. 346: «En Église, la recherche doit être finalisée 
par l'étude du texte comme message d'un auteur et son actualisation comme 
parole de vie pour la génération actuelle, dans le prolongement du sens voulu 
par son auteur» (emphasis mine). 
108. «Quin immo, ipse Dominus Iesus in parabola de talentis exprimit quam seve-
re sit acceptons eum, qui susceptum donum abscondere ausus fuerit: "Serve 
maie ac piger, sciebas quia meto ubi non seminavi et congregabo ubi non 
sparsi (...). Tollite itaque ab eo talentum et date ei qui habet decern talenta" 
(Mt 25,26-28). Qui dona Dei accipimus ut feneremur, nostrum est "seminare" 
et "congregare". Nisi fecerimus, id quoque, quod habemus, a nobis tolletur. 
Quorum pervestigatio severorum verborum nos incitare poterit ad promptius 
insistendum, quod hodie urget omnes, in officium adiuvandi reliquos ad ple-
nam progressionem: "maturitatem totius hominis omniumque hominum" 
(Populorum Progressio, n. 42)»: AAS 80 (1988) 553. 
109. If we consider that in the same encyclical the Pope —basing himself on the 
Encyclical Populorum Progressio, n. 19 of Pope Paul VI— pointed out the 
difference between "having" and "being" (SRS n. 28), then the statement just 
made acquires a new and more significant meaning. The failure to pursue the 
task of development is not only punished by a diminution of "being" (the one 
who really suffers interiorly in the moral-religious sphere is the one who com-
mits injustice, in other words, sin takes possession of his being, already a very 
serious punishment in itself) but even what one "has" is taken away from him. 
Material goods possessed selfishly by individuals or nations and not shared to 
others become a "burden" rather than an "aid" towards happiness, as the sad 
experience of so many rich but selfish people who are enslaved to material 
goods —but never satisfied by them— shows. 
110. «En transcendens Veritas hominis, quae videtur inde a principio pariter a viro 
ac muliere participari (cfr. Gen 1,27), quae proinde sociale est fundamentum. 
Itaque secundum Sacram Scripturam notio progressionis non est solum 
"laica" vel "profana", sed etiam videtur in suo etiam pondère sociali-oecono-
mico quaedam huius aetatis locutio ad aliquam praecipuam designandam pro-
prietatem vocationis hominis»: AAS 80 (1988) 551. 
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111. «In hac pacifica contentione Ecclesiae filii exemplo praefulgeant oportet sint-
que ductores, quippe quorum sit, secundum proposita a Iesu ipso in synagoga 
Nazarethana enuntiata, "evangelizare pauperibus (...) praedicare captivis 
remissionem et caecis visum, dimitiere confractos in remissione, praedicare 
annum Domini acceptum" (Le 4,18-19)»: Ibid., p. 581. 
112. The document of the Pontifical Biblical Commission states that «the most 
sure and promising method for arriving at a successful actualization is the 
interpretation of Scripture by Scripture, especially in the case of the texts of 
the Old Testament which have been re-read in the Old Testament itself (e.g., 
the manna of Ex 16 in Wis 16:20-29) and/or in the New Testament (Jn 6). The 
actualization of a biblical text in Christian life will proceed correctly only in 
relation to the mystery of Christ and of the Church» (PONTIFICAL BIBLICAL 
COMMISSION, The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church, o.e., p. 115). 
113. One of the most important tasks of the exegetes and the theologians is to aid 
the ministers of the Word towards a more proper distribution of the Word to 
the People of God: «Exegetae autem catholici, aliique Sacrae Theologiae cul-
tores, collatis sedulo viribus, operam dent oportet, ut sub vigilantia sacri 
Magisterii aptis subsidiis divinas Litteras ita investigent et proponant, ut 
quam plurimi divini yerbi administri possint plebi Dei Scripturarum pabulum 
fructuose suppeditare, quod mentem illuminet, firmet voluntates, hominum 
corda ad Dei amorem accendat (emphasis mine)» (DV n. 23). Cfr. U. VANNI, 
Exégèse et actualisation à la lumière de "Dei Verbum ", in R. LATOURELLE 
(ed.), Vatican II: Bilan et Perspectives vingt-cinq ans après (1962-1987), vol. 
I, Montréal-Paris 1988, pp. 359-362. 
114. «Hoc quidem pacto socialis christianorum doctrina rursus sibi genus vindica-
bit proprium verbi Dei adhibendi ad hominum vitam societatisque necnon ad 
causas terrestres, quae cum iis iunguntur, dum "principia ... a recta ratione 
postulata ... orientationesque quasdam" proferí (Libertatis conscientia n. 
72)»: AAS 80 (1988) 520. 
115. «Sauf de rares exceptions, ce magistère ne détermine pas le sens original d'un 
texte biblique, mais il présente la réalité, le mystère dont parle l'Écriture. Et 
une connaissance plus explicite des dimensions de ce mystère engendre à son 
tour une intelligence plus profonde des texts bibliques qui en sont les premiers 
témoins. (...) C'est principalement dans l'actualisation de la Parole vivante du 
mystère du Christ dont vit l'Église, que son rôle s'exerce, permettant ainsi, 
indirectement, une actualisation de la parole écrite elle-même» (F. DREYFUS, 
L'actualisation de l'Écriture. III. La place de la Tradition, art. cit., p. 373). 
116. «Verbi incarnati Sponsa, Ecclesia nempe, a Sancto Spiritu edocta, ad profun-
diorem in dies Scripturarum Sacrarum intelligentiam assequendam accedere 
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satagit, ut filios suos divinis eloquiis indesinenter pascat (...)» (emphasis 
added). 
117. «Sacra Theologia in verbo Dei scripto, una cum Sacra Traditione, tamquam 
in perenni fundamento innititur, in eaque ipsa firmissime roboratur semper-
que iuvenescit, omnem veritatem in mysterio Christi conditam sub lumine 
fidei perscrutando. Sacrae autem Scripturae verbum Dei continent et, quia 
inspiratae, vere verbum Dei sunt; ideoque Sacrae Paginae Studium sit veluti 
anima Sacrae Theologiae» (emphasis added) (DV n. 24). The footnote to the 
last sentence refers to two documents of the Magisterium: the first one is that 
of LEO XIII, Enc. Providentissimus Deus, 18-XI-1893 (EnchBib n. 114): 
«Illud autem maxime optabile est et necessarium, ut eiusdem Divinae 
Scripturae usus in universam theologiae influat disciplinam eiusque prope sit 
anima»; the second reference is to BENEDICT XV, Enc. Spiritus Paraclitus, 15-
IX-1920 (EnchBib n. 483), which repeats the words of Leo XIII: «In quo si 
eum [St. Jerome] imitati erunt nostri Scripturarum interpretes, id profecto 
consecuturum est —quod decessor Noster in Encyclicis Litteris 
"Providentissimus Deus" "maxime optabile et necessarium" dixit— ut "eius-
dem Scripturae usus in universam theologiae influat disciplinam eiusque 
prope sit anima"». The origin of the formula "Scripture, soul of theology", 
which dates even further back than the use made by it of the two Popes men-
tioned, is discussed by J. M. LERA, Sacrae paginae Studium sit veluti anima 
Sacrae Theologiae (Notas sobre el origen y procedencia de esta frase), in 
«Miscelánea Comillias» 41 (1983) 409-422. See also L. LELOIR, La Sainte 
Ecriture, ame de toute la théologie, in «Seminarium» 18 (1966) 880-892 and 
I. DE LA POTTERIE, // Concilio Vaticano li e la Bibbia, in L'esegesi cristiana 
oggi, o.e., pp. 26-31. 
118. «Socialis doctrina Ecclesiae (...) [est] accurata enuntiatio fructuum perdili-
gentis considerationis, qua perplexae veritates, quae sunt reapse, exsistentiae 
hominis comprehenduntur, ac quidem in societate et compage internationali, 
luce fidei ac traditionis ecclesialis affulgente. Eius finis praecipuus eo perti-
net ut hae veritates, re existentes, interpretatione explicentur, quatenus perpi-
ciatur utrum eae congruant an dissimiles sint normis doctrinae evangelicae de 
homine deque eius vocatione terrena ad pacem humana transcendentem per-
sequendam; ut christianus sese gerendi habitus recte dirigatur. Doctrina igitur 
illa non ideologiae sed theologiae ac quidem theologiae morali accensetur»: 
AAS 80(1981)571. 
119. The positive consequences of the Pope's affirmation on the "theological" 
nature of the Church's social doctrine are set forth, among many others, in the 
following: G. COLOMBO, La dottrina sociale della Chiesa 'appartiene' al 
campo della teologia, in «Seminarium» 31 (1989) 235; T. LÓPEZ, La doctri-
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na social de la Iglesia. Balance del posconcilio, in ScrTh 22 (1990) 809-842; 
IDEM, Naturaleza de la Doctrina Social de la Iglesia: Estatuto teològico, in F. 
FERNANDEZ-RODRIGUEZ (coord.), Estudios sobre la Enciclica «Sollicitudo rei 
socialis», o.e., pp. 41-61; R. M. SANZ DE DIEGO, Ni ideologia, ni «Tercera 
via»: Doctrina para la acción, in «Fomento Social» 172 (1988) 345-368. 
120. J. Ratzinger in his commentary on DV refers to the importance of this formula 
for the renewal of theological studies, especially in the context of 
Presbyterorum ordinis n. 16, where the formula is repeated: «In einem dritten 
Bild, das auf Leo XIII. zurückgeht, wird endlich die Schrift als "Seele der hei-
ligen Theologie" bezeichnet. Die Aussage empfängt hier ihre weiterreichen-
de Kraft durch den Zusammenhang mit dem Dekret über die Priesterbildung, 
das die gleiche Formel (S. Scriptura anima theologiae) verwendet, um aus ihr 
eine praktische Konsequenz zu ziehen, die für die Systemgestalt der katholis-
chen Theologie eine nahezu revolutionierende Bedeutung besitzen dürfte» (J. 
RATZINGER, Dogmatische Konstitution über die göttliche Offenbarung, in 
LThK, Das zweite Vatikanische Konzil, vol. II, Freiburg im Breisgau 1967, p. 
577). 
121. Cfr. E. BASAURI CEBRIÀN, La Doctrina Social de la Iglesia: Perspectivas de 
futuro, in ScrTh 25 (1993) 253-280, esp. 258-263. 
122. Ibid., pp. 259f. Cfr. also P. I. ANDRÉ-VINCENT, La dottrina sociale di 
Giovanni Paolo II, Rome 1983, p. 10, who calls this procedure of the Pope as 
the "existential and theological method" in the use of the sources of 
Revelation in the study of the social doctrine. All reality —the human person 
and the world— is viewed from an unavoidable religious dimension which 
flows from the light of Revelation. 
123. A similar use of the Sacred Scripture can be found in the recently published 
Catechism of the Catholic Church, as the following commentary on this 
aspect of the Catechism says: «L'utilizzo più frequente e nascosto della 
Scrittura è forse paragonabile aU'anima, che permea tutto e a tutto dà vita 
senza farsi vedere. È l'impiego di parole, di espressioni, di figure bibliche, 
anche senza citazioni esplicite o di riferimento, come nel N.T. fa già 
l'Apocalisse. La Scrittura, in tal caso, non è solo il "grande codice" di riferi-
mento per comprendere, ma anche il dinamismo interiore che rende attuale e 
vivo il discorso di fede» (G. SEGALLA, La Scrittura, parola viva del Dio viven-
te nel «Catechismo», in «L'Osservatore Romano», 5-II-1993, p. 9). Cfr. also 
S. AusfN, La lectura de la Biblia en las Homilias del Beato Josemaria Escrìvà 
de Balaguer, in ScrTh 25 (1993) 191-219, for another example of this use of 
the Bible as the "soul" of the exposition: «El lector profundo y asiduo de la 
Biblia sabe asimilar sus formulas, buscar otras similares, explotar los sfmbo-
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los; en una palabra, encuentra en el texto sagrado verdadero alimento y ener-
gía para exponer el mensaje revelado» (p. 208). 
124. The reason for this is that man can know himself fully only in the light of 
Divine Revelation, of which Sacred Scripture constitutes a very important 
part: «The Church receives "the meaning of man" from Divine Revelation 
(...). Christian anthropology therefore is really a chapter of theology» (CA n. 
55). 
125. «Un modelo siempre imitable del lenguaje bíblico son los Santos Padres que 
en sus homilías, además de comentar un texto sagrado y de intercalar citas 
oportunamente, su modo de hablar estaba en perfecta coherencia con el modo 
bíblico de expresarse» (S. AUSÍN, La lectura de la Biblia en las Homilías del 
Beato Josemaría Escrivá de Balaguer, art.cit., p. 208). Cfr. also J. 
RATZINGER, Die Bedeutung der Väter für die gegenwärtige Theologie, in ThQ 
148 (1968) 257-282; C. BASEVI, San Agustín. La interpretación del Nuevo 
Testamento, Pamplona 1977, p. 295: «La vuelta al estudio de la hermenéuti-
ca de los Padres y la profundización en el sentido teológico y en las conse-
cuencias de la inspiración, puede ser una ayuda poderosa para devolver a la 
exegesis católica la riqueza y la fuerza que todos deseamos». 
126. For the importance of Gen 1:26-28 in the social doctrine of the Church, cfr. 
G. ARANDA, Génesis 1,26-28 en la Doctrina Social de la Iglesia, in T. LÓPEZ 
(dir.), Doctrina social de la Iglesia y realidad socio-económica. En el cente-
nario de la Rerum Novarum (XII Simposio Internacional de Teología de la 
Universidad de Navarra), Pamplona 1991, pp. 293-305. 
127. For the important role which Scripture plays in Revelation, cfr. G. ARANDA, 
Función de la Escritura en la Revelación divina, in C. IZQUIERDO (dir.), Dios 
en la palabra y en la historia (XIII Simposio Internacional de Teología), 
Pamplona 1993, pp. 491-502: «La Iglesia entiende que la Sagrada Escritura 
no sólo contiene de forma escrita la palabra que algunos hombres del pasado 
pronunciaron de parte de Dios, sino que proclama que el texto bíblico, y todo 
ese texto, es Palabra de Dios, locutio Dei» (p. 491). 
128. «Como este conocimiento del hombre le viene dado a la Iglesia por la 
Revelación, podemos decir que la Sagrada Escritura, como fuente de la doc-
trina social, da razón de su estatuto teológico (...)» (E. BASAURI CEBRIÁN, art. 
cit., p. 258). 
129. «When man, who had been created "in the image of God ... male and fema-
le" (Gen 1:27), hears the words: "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth 
and subdue it" (Gen 1:28), even though these words do not refer directly and 
explicitly to work, beyond any doubt they indirectly indicate it as an activity 
for man to carry out in the world» (LE n. 4); «God's fundamental and origi-
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nal intention with regard to man, whom he created in his image and after his 
likeness (cfr. Gen 1:26-27), was not withdrawn or cancelled out even when 
man, having broken the original covenant with God, heard the words: "In the 
sweat of your face you shall eat bread" (Gen 3:19)» (LE n. 9). 
130. LE n. 25 also mentions the phrase "man, created to God's image", but it is a 
quotation taken from Gaudium et Spes, n. 34. 
131. «This [the task to have dominion over the other created beings] is to be 
accomplished within the framework of obedience to the divine law and there-
fore with respect for the image received, the image which is the clear foun-
dation of the power of dominion recognised as belonging to man as the means 
to his perfection (cfr. Gen 1:26-30; 2:15-16; Wis 9:2-3)» (SRS n. 30); «The 
dominion granted by the Creator to man as a divine image (cfr. Gen 1:26) is 
not an absolute power, nor can one speak of a freedom to "use and misuse", 
or to dispose of things as one pleases» (SRS n. 34). 
132. Cfr. M SCHOOYANS, La dignidad de la persona humana: principio bdsico de 
la doctrina social de la Iglesia, in T. LOPEZ (dir.), Doctrina social de la 
Iglesia v realidad socio-econömica, o.e., pp. 495-511. 
133. « Kaina kal palaiä ». According to K. Stendahl, Matthew basically unders-
tands in the phrase "the new and the old" the relationship between Jesus' 
work and teaching and the promises of the Old Testament: «The words about 
the scribe who has "become a disciple" (matheteutheis, cfr. 27:57 and 28:19) 
with this kind of understanding of the Kingdom of God is often taken as a 
self-portrait of the author of the First Gospel. The order "new and old", not 
old and new, may be significant in that connection since Matthew is anxious 
to relate the new (Jesus' messianic manifestation and teaching) to the old (the 
promises of the Old Testament)» (K. STENDAHL, Matthew, in M. BLACK - H. 
H. ROWLEY (eds.), Peake's Commentary on the Bible, London 1967, §685k, 
p. 786). J. Gnilka, in his recent commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, also 
sees in the householder an image of the Evangelist himself, who thus conclu-
des the section of the parables: «Wir dürfen im Bild vom Hausvater, der 
Neues und Altes aus seinem Schatz hervorholt, ein Konterfei des 
Evangelisten erkennen, das bescheiden und vielsagend die Gleichnisrede 
beschließt» (J. GNILKA, Das Matthäusevangelium, in A. WIKENHAUSER ET 
ALS. (eds.), Herders Theologischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament, vol. 
1/1, Freiburg im Breisgau 1986, p. 503). A. Sanders, on the other hand, thinks 
that the "new" is that which was promised in the Old Testament (cfr. Isa 
43:18f.), and which became an eschatological reality in Jesus' preaching, 
while the "old" is the history of God's dealings with Israel seen as an indis-
pensable preparation for the events of the New Testament: «Das Neue ist das 
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im AT Verheißene (vgr. Jes 43, 18f.), das in der Predigt Jesu eschatologische 
Realität geworden ist; das Alte ist die Geschichte Gottes mit Israel, und zwar 
als unaufhebbare Vorgeschichte des ntl. Geschehens» (A. SANDERS, Das 
Evangelium nach Matthäus, in J. ECKERT - K. KNOCH, Regensburger Neues 
Testament, Regensburg 1986, pp. 293-294). Cfr. also O. BETZ, Neues und 
Altes im Geschichtshandeln Gottes. Bemerkungen zu Matthäus 13,51f., in 
Festschrift K. H. SCHELKLE, Düsseldorf 1973, pp. 69-84. 
134. The Latin original is as follows: «In omni gradu progredientis laboris homini 
donatio primaria occurrit, quam praestat natura et, ad summam, ipse Creator. 
Etenim in initio laboris humani mysterium creationis continetur. Haec affir-
matio, quae ut origo et caput disserendi est posita, per totas hasce Litteras, 
moderatricis instar, manat et in extrema parte huius considerationis fusius 
exponetur» (italics added): A A S 73 (1981) 607. "Guiding thread" is the 
English version of "moderatricis instar"; the Spanish translation is the same: 
"hilo conductor". "Moderatrix" has the basic meaning of "that which governs 
or leads". 
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